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APPENDICES 1 – 4   WMCA BACKGROUND 

This report and the consultation with Civil Society have primarily drawn on 3 WMCA documents1:  

• The Strategic Economic Plan – 2016 
• The Local Industrial Strategy Consultation – October 2018 
• The Annual Plan - 2018/2019 

Statistics have been updated using the WMCA State of the Region Report – July 20182. 

The WMCA primary outputs targets are economic and where they relate to social targets in terms of jobs and skills this is commonly in relation to the 
dependency of economic growth on skills improvements and greater contribution by society to the WM economy.    

APPENDIX 1  THE WEST MIDLAND COMBINED AUTHORITY GEOGRAPHY AND POWERS 

The West Midlands Combined Authority is 18 local authorities and four Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) working together to move powers from Whitehall 
to the West Midlands and its locally elected politicians, who know this region best. 

In order to prepare recommendations to WMCA on fostering an Inclusive Economy it is essential that the powers of the WMCA are clearly understood.  
Partnership working sits at the heart of the WMCA. The WMCA is led by the Mayor and the leaders of the seven constituent local authorities, which have full 
voting rights.  

Individual councils will still deliver services and retain their identity, but on the big decisions the WMCA will have 
the resources to work together.   The WMCA is chaired by the Mayor.  The Mayor has specific areas of 
responsibility including local transport and the region's ‘more and better homes’ agenda. From 2018-19, the Mayor 
will also have the ability to raise a precept and, with the agreement of the relevant LEP, a business rate 

                                                      
1 WMCA Strategic Economic Plan  https://www.wmca.org.uk/media/1382/full-sep-document.pdf 

WMCA Local Industrial Strategy  https://www.wmca.org.uk/media/2627/west-midlands-industrial-strategy.pdf 

WMCA Annual Plan  https://www.wmca.org.uk/media/2273/wmca-annual-plan.pdf 

2 State of the Region Report July 2018 https://www.wmca.org.uk/media/2435/state-of-the-region-2018.pdf 

https://www.wmca.org.uk/media/1382/full-sep-document.pdf
https://www.wmca.org.uk/media/2627/west-midlands-industrial-strategy.pdf
https://www.wmca.org.uk/media/2273/wmca-annual-plan.pdf
https://www.wmca.org.uk/media/2435/state-of-the-region-2018.pdf
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supplement.  The first devolution agreement was signed in November 2015, and the Budget of 22 November 2017 confirmed a second devolution deal for 
the region covering housing, skills, digital technology and more. 

Non-constituent authorities, which include three LEPs and 10 local councils from across the wider West Midlands region, have reduced voting rights but play 
a crucial role at board level, helping to inform policy and drive forward the WMCA’s agenda.  
 
There are also observer organisations who include other councils, LEPs, and bodies awaiting non-constituent membership, as well as non-voting observers.  
 
As the West Midlands grows the number of organisations the WMCA works with is also expected to increase. Partnership working is particularly strong within 
the private, transport, educational, health, faith and voluntary sectors and is key to achieving the WMCA’s vision. 
 
The WMCA priorities3: 
Economic Growth and Industrial Strategy 
Local Industrial Strategy 
Housing and Regeneration 
Productivity and Skills 
Health and Wellbeing  
Public Service Reform, Inclusion and Cohesion 
Environment 
Investment Programme  
How the organisation enables delivery: Corporate Services  
Governance  
Transport for West Midlands Annual Plan 
 
However, while the WMCA has devolution funding for a number of activities, for example, to bring forward housing delivery, it does not have regional 
planning powers and with Local Authorities and on investment strategies. 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX 2  THE WEST MIDLANDS COMBINED AUTHORITY STRUCTURE, BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS 

                                                      
3 https://governance.wmca.org.uk/documents/s1649/Appendix.pdf 
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The West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA) has a number of key priorities - economic growth, skills, transport and housing as well as reforming public 
services and reducing the region's welfare bill.  To ensure these priorities are dealt with the WMCA established four commissions; Land Commission, Mental 
Health Commission. Leadership Commission and Productivity & Skills Commission.  These establish the key principles and actions and shape the direction of 
detailed delivery plans.  These independent commissions have helped shape WMCA policy going forward, much of which is now being implemented. They will 
also support the wider vision of a Midlands Engine.4 

This report was commissioned by the Inclusive Growth Unit of the Public Service Reform Board.  The challenge to the Public Service Reform Board is to create 
jobs, enhance skills, develop prosperity and drive economic growth through getting more from our public services. 

                                                      
4 https://www.wmca.org.uk/what-we-do/research-analysis/  Accessed 25.1.19 

https://www.wmca.org.uk/what-we-do/research-analysis/
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APPENDIX 3  THE WEST MIDLANDS COMBINED AUTHORITY INVESTMENTS IN PEOPLE AND PLACE 

The Strategic Economic Plan5 sets out the key areas for WMCA investment up to 2030.  The funding covers capital investment and revenue activities.  The £8 
billion of planned expenditure is not currently fully funded.   

 

The investment programme is predominantly based on investments of capital budgets. 
(Green = secured budget, with less certainty of funding at time of the SEP publication 
moving around the wheel clockwise) 

REVENUE 
The WMCA revenue account has three primary elements 

1. The Mayoral budget 
2. The Transport budget 
3. The WMCA operational budget 

CAPITAL INVESTMENT 
An £8bn Capital investment programme was highlighted as being a significant benefit of devolution and 
provided a 30 year investment programme.  Of this £780m has been secured to date with draw down 
of future funds dependent on delivery. 

The funding for these programmes comes from a number of sources some of which are already agreed; 
others agreed in principle and some dependent upon third parties e.g. Network Rail and Housing 

funds; and finally others assumed to come from future business rate growth assumptions.  Key to this is the £36.5m annual devolution grant from 
government which provides funding for £1.1billion of this programme. 

 

 

                                                      
5 https://www.wmca.org.uk/media/1382/full-sep-document.pdf 
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APPENDIX 4  THE WEST MIDLANDS COMBINED AUTHORITY STATE OF THE REGION STATISTICS (EXTRACT) 

The July 2018 State of the Region report confirms a £2.7bn gap between income and expenditure.  It also shows a £16.9bn Output Gap which is the difference 
between productivity in WMCA and UK nationally.  This is linked to issues with skills, jobs and lack of business dynamism.  In the same report, however, 
WMCA figures show increases in GVA and household disposable income.   

    

 

 
 
 
The WMCA SEP specifically references the transformation of lives alongside the impact this would have on 
improving tax receipts to balance public expenditure.  “public service reform and the transformation of 
lives in the West Midlands - to improve life chances for all, especially those facing multiple disadvantages 
and to eliminate the differences between taxes raised and public expenditure in the area.”    

The WM Local Industrial Strategy Consultation October 20186, details a number of Inclusive Growth 
objectives, particularly on p24 and contains other references to ‘communities that miss out’. 

                                                      
6 https://www.wmca.org.uk/what-we-do/industrial-strategy/ 
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The West Midlands Combined Authority strategic documents detail a number of output targets to be 
achieved as a result of its investment.  These mainly reflect traditional measures of economic growth 
including: 

• GVA (gross value added)  
• Jobs  
• Apprenticeships 
• Number of houses 
• Increase in available development land 
• Number of new businesses 

This graphic is from the WMCA Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) published in 2016. 
https://www.wmca.org.uk/media/1382/full-sep-document.pdf 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

  

https://www.wmca.org.uk/media/1382/full-sep-document.pdf
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APPENDICES 5 – 8 CONSULTATION INVITATION, STAKEHOLDERS ENGAGING, SURVEY QUESTIONS AND 
THEMATIC ANALYSIS OF CONSULTEE RESPONSES AND COMMENTS 

APPENDIX 5  INVITATION TO CIVIL SOCIETY TO BE INVOLVED WITH THE WMCA INCLUSIVE GROWTH AGENDA 

An invitation to Civil Society was broadcast in summer 2018 by email, social media, network newsletters 

  The invitation text is given below. 

Invitation to join the Civil Society discussion with the West Midlands Combined Authority Inclusive Growth Unit   
  

A PATH TO INCLUSIVE GROWTH IN THE WEST MIDLANDS   
  

Put simply - our model of global economic growth isn’t working for everyone.  The West Midlands Combined 
Authority Inclusive Growth Unit has been set up to make sure economic growth gives more equal benefit 
geographically and socially.  
“Inclusive growth is about all of our residents being able to touch, taste and feel the benefits of rising prosperity within the region. The West Midlands is on the 
rise again – but we know it will take a proactive, targeted approach to ensure that those communities (currently) left behind can play a full part.  

The case for inclusive growth is clear – both in terms of the need for a national economic rebalancing, and the regional case for productivity improvement 
through closing skills, public health and housing gaps. Our opportunity is to use our Industrial Strategy and the potential of devolution to act boldly where we 
have the levers to do so.  

There is political agreement about the need for a rebalanced economy – that is less dominated by London, more balanced across its sectors, and which 
enables more people to build meaningful careers that offer a route out of poverty.  

The Industrial Strategy recognises this – and calls for place-based plans that set out what this could look like within particular economic geographies.  
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Through the blending of skills, housing, transport, growth policy, public service reform and public health we have the opportunity to make the case for a new 
underpinning social infrastructure to enable improvements in productivity and participation”. 7  

 

PROPOSAL  

Localise West Midlands has been commissioned by the WMCA Inclusive Growth Unit with funding from Cadbury Barrow Trust to bring civil society 
organisations together to explore the big questions for civil society:  

1. What does inclusive economic growth look like in the West Midlands?  
2. What is blocking it - and what is enabling it?   
3. How will it be delivered?  

 
The answers to these questions will feed into the vision and draft strategy for inclusive growth in the  

West Midlands, into the burgeoning 'local industrial strategy', and into other West Midlands Combined Authority business such as the Forum for Growth 
conference.  8  

We would like to agree a vision and recommend a few immediate actions that can demonstrate how civil society can deliver new models of economic growth 
that will truly transfer the benefit of economic growth to individuals and communities equally across the West Midlands.  

  

We will also ensure that a model for ongoing civil society engagement emerges from this work.   

We need to do all this by the end of November 2018.  We will bring forward interim conclusions to feed into the Local Industrial Strategy at an appropriate 
time to be identified by WMCA.  
 

THE INVITATION  

                                                      
7 From a West Midlands Combined Authority Presentation by Dr H Kipping, Director Public Service Reform, West Midlands Combined Authority. 2018.   

  
8 https://www.westmidlandsforumforgrowth.co.uk/ 18.9.18  

https://www.westmidlandsforumforgrowth.co.uk/
https://www.westmidlandsforumforgrowth.co.uk/
https://www.westmidlandsforumforgrowth.co.uk/
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You are invited to join the debate and influence the Inclusive Growth Agenda:  

• Join the e discussion Group - https://groups.google.com/d/forum/wmca-ig  
• Respond to our survey - https://surveyhero.com/c/b15a0a7c  
• Discuss our questions in one of your meetings and send your thoughts by 31 October 2018  
• Send us information  
• Attend a workshop/Host a workshop  
• Suggest a meeting  
• Contact us by phone and email  

WORKSHOP DATES - BIRMINGHAM      DROP IN FOR COFFEE AND A CHAT  

• September – 27th – 10.30 – 1.30     October – 29th – 10 -4.30 - Coventry  
• October – 18th – 10.30 – 1.30     November – 1st – 10 – 4.30 - Wolverhampton   

BACKGROUND INFORMATION  

INTRODUCTION  

The role of the West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA - https://www.wmca.org.uk) is to work collaboratively on many projects to deliver a shared vision 
of a more prosperous West Midlands.     It is important that this prosperity is shared by all the citizens and communities within the West Midlands.  The 
WMCA has therefore set up an Inclusive Growth Unit which will develop new ways of organisations working  together to transform peoples' lives as the 
economy grows so that all residents and communities can benefit equally and we create real value.  

 If we cannot define what we mean by value, we cannot be sure to produce it, nor to share it fairly, nor to sustain economic growth. The understanding 
of value, then, is critical to all the other conversations we need to have about where the economy is going and how to change its course.  − Mariana 
Mazzucato, from The Value of Everything: Making and Taking in the Local Economy  

Civil society organisations in the West Midlands are well placed to inform the WMCA as to what is valued, by them and the people they serve. Localise West 
Midlands has been commissioned by the WMCA to facilitate civil society discussions on how the WMCA might reshape the economy to grow the things that 
create that value.   

THE WEST MIDLANDS COMBINED AUTHORITY DEFINITION OF INCLUSIVE GROWTH     

Inclusive growth is about a more deliberate and socially purposeful model of economic growth – measured not only by how fast or aggressive it is; but also by 
how well it is shared across the whole population and place.  

https://groups.google.com/d/forum/wmca-ig
https://surveyhero.com/c/b15a0a7c
https://surveyhero.com/c/b15a0a7c
https://surveyhero.com/c/b15a0a7c
https://surveyhero.com/c/b15a0a7c
https://surveyhero.com/c/b15a0a7c
https://www.wmca.org.uk/
https://www.wmca.org.uk/
https://www.wmca.org.uk/
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Achieving inclusive growth means that more people need to feel the benefits – in terms of:  

• Participation (e.g. creating more ‘good’ jobs, helping people move up the career ladder, feeling dignity in work, participating fully in the economic and 
social life of the West Midlands);  

• Distribution (e.g. making sure the benefits of growth are spread - that marginalised communities benefit, and that structural barriers to economic 
progress are deliberately addressed and broken down)  

• Investment (e.g. encouraging money to be invested where it will have a strong social impact, and in areas that might realise a slower but more 
sustainable return  

In the West Midlands we are pushing for accelerated inclusive growth that all of our residents can touch, taste and feel the benefits of…  

  

THE OCED FIVE KEY DETERMINANTS OF INCLUSIVE GROWTH 

Definition  “economic growth that creates opportunity for all segments of the population and distributes the dividends of increased prosperity, both in 
monetary and non-monetary terms, fairly across society.” This means:  

1. Being clearer about what growth is for – shared prosperity, addressing societal inequalities, supporting wellbeing, beyond GDP or GVA as an end in itself…  

2. Correcting deep labour market inequities – helping people get ’good’ jobs, progress from low pay and supporting them to get there  

3. Taking the ‘balance’ of growth seriously – sectorally, spatially (across the region), and in terms of who gets to be part of it and who gets to benefit…  

4. Changing the way progress is measured, and resources are allocated – ‘patient’ capital and proactive investment in low-value areas/sectors  

5. Investing in the social, physical and public service infrastructure that underpins society and  

economy…  

THE LWM LED WORKSTREAM  

We will be asking for your help as civil society organisations to understand what a vision for inclusive growth for the West Midlands should look like and how 
existing activity can be strengthened and its impact increased.  We will be looking at opportunities to make structural changes to the economy as it currently 
functions.  These changes should  support improvements in symptoms of an unbalanced economy, such as homelessness and life expectancy, however this 
work will not look at specific symptoms and treatments for them.  Therefore, we will not specifically look at issues such as homelessness but we will propose 
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a vision and delivery ideas for changes to business as usual in our economy that will help provide solutions.  For example, by improving access to skills training 
and jobs, some of the determinants of fuel poverty, homelessness and ill health should be addressed  

LWM  and the New Economics Foundation have recently completed a piece of work showing how restructuring of the economy can deliver local solutions 
that improve local prosperity and the lives of those requiring care.  http://localisewestmidlands.org.uk/activities/wmca-socialcare/  

Points made already:  

There are a lot of similar ongoing discussions and it will be important to link with them as far as possible given the timescales and resources available   

- anchor institutions/ (CLES)   
- asset based community development work (USEIT/CED)  
- Other strands of inclusive growth unit activity -  Fawcett Society WM Women’s Voices -  social economy strand.  

  

WMCA has started to move very quickly on this agenda after several delays so there is plenty to catch up on.  

We feel it is important to start with work to agree not just a definition (ie a sentence) of inclusive growth, but what WMCA inclusive growth looks like so that 
metrics can be identified impact can be assessed. But this is already very much part of the plan.  Other work is also underway through the WMCA IGU on 
metrics (what to measure and how to measure it).  

Examples of what works for inclusive growth are going to be important, but it is primarily about how WMCA can enable more of what works (and less of what 
doesn’t) – because existing good practice is already happening regardless of the WMCA.  

Real projects or initiatives might also emerge from this – ie if we make some very clear and deliverable inclusive growth proposals to the WMCA and they are 
implemented; so we may find delivery partners within our stakeholder group for these. But this limited project is focused on feeding views back to the 
WMCA, not on delivery.  

 

OUR STEERING GROUP  

A Steering Group has been set up, which last met on 16 July 2018.  

Steering Group Members are from the following organisations:    

http://localisewestmidlands.org.uk/activities/wmca-socialcare/
http://localisewestmidlands.org.uk/activities/wmca-socialcare/
http://localisewestmidlands.org.uk/activities/wmca-socialcare/
http://localisewestmidlands.org.uk/activities/wmca-socialcare/
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• Localise West Midlands  

• Fircroft College  

• Big Local  

• Transforming  Communities  Together,  WPC  and  Just  Finance Black  Country   

  

ABOUT LWM   

Localise West Midlands works towards local supply chains, money flow, ownership and power for a more just and sustainable economy. LWM has been 
promoting decentralisation and localisation for almost two decades across the region and beyond. We have helped partners from small community groups 
through to Local Authorities and national bodies, to maximise local economic and social benefits and minimise environmental costs. We advise on strategic 
approaches to localisation and develop strategic plans and programmes; we carry out detailed studies on specific aspects of localisation; we work with local 
communities to develop local plans and projects; and we research and develop new delivery models.    

 Some of our work around inclusive economics has been funded by Barrow Cadbury Trust since 2012, when we researched the inclusive economic benefits of 
a localised approach to economics and the strategies required. Programmes of activity since then have tested models of activity and policy interventions. Last 
year we commissioned the New Economics Foundation report into the inclusive economic benefits of a policy focus on social care. We have also always been 
involved in regional and sub regional collaboration including membership of the West Midlands Regional Sustainability Forum and attempting to facilitate a 
civil society forum for the WMCA agenda. We maintain a regular presence at WMCA board meetings and communicate its proceeds there more widely via 
social media.  

  

 

 

ABOUT THE WEST MIDLANDS COMBINED AUTHORITY  

The West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA - https://www.wmca.org.uk) brings together 18 local authorities and four Local Enterprise Partnerships 
(LEPs) to work together to move powers from Whitehall to the West Midlands.     

https://www.wmca.org.uk/
https://www.wmca.org.uk/
https://www.wmca.org.uk/
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The WMCA is chaired by Andy Street, the West Midlands Mayor.  The WMCA has specific areas of responsibility including local transport and the region's 
‘more and better homes’ agenda. From 2018-19, the Mayor will also have the ability to raise a precept (a % on taxes) and, with the agreement of the relevant 
LEP, a business rate supplement.  As the devolution agenda develops so the role of the Mayor and the WMCA is also expected to evolve with a vision ‘to 
deliver the best possible outcomes for the residents and businesses of the West Midlands’.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DEFINITION OF CIVIL SOCIETY  

The Third Sector in addition to the public sector and business.  It’s so many things we do together and for each other, from churches to charities, fluid online 
movements like #metoo to established local groups.  Civil society includes charities; neighbourhood self-help schemes; international bodies like the UN or the 
Red Cross; religious-based pressure-groups; human rights campaigns in repressive societies; and non-governmental organisations improving health, 
education and living-standards.  
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How would you visualise civil society? – Civil Society Futures:  

https://civilsocietyfutures.org/visualising/  

CURRENT STAKEHOLDERS AND PARTNERS  

The following is the existing loose network of organisations we have already brought together around the WMCA's Inclusive Growth agenda.    

Please contact us to join the Group and to recommend anyone you think we should be contacting.  

We will broaden this out through this network’s recommendations and a stakeholder mapping process early in the exercise, as well as ensuring some overlap 
with other IGU strands and the social economy task force.   

https://civilsocietyfutures.org/visualising/
https://civilsocietyfutures.org/visualising/
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Organisation  Nature of interest in inclusive growth  Geographical focus  

Big Local  Community economic development, regeneration  Black Country, Birmingham  

Birmingham Churches 
Together  

Integration of refugees   
Modern slavery Poverty  

Birmingham  
Solihull  

Birmingham Settlement  Financial inclusion  
Skills and learning Poverty  

Birmingham  

Birmingham & Solihull Social 
Enterprise Consortium   

Social enterprise, social value  Birmingham  
Solihull  

Black Country Make  Skills and learning  
Open source manufacturing  
Community resilience  
Inclusive regeneration  
Poverty  

Wolverhampton  

BRAP  Skills and learning  
Business support  
Mental health  
Innovative commissioning  
Equality  
Poverty  

Birmingham Warwickshire  

CREME (Centre for Research  
on Ethnic Minority 
Entrepreneurship)  

Diversity, entrepreneurship  National with some Birmingham research focus  

Coventry Citizens Advice 
Bureau  

Financial security  
Poverty  
  

Coventry  
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Shakti Women  Professional development Equality  Birmingham  
Wolverhampton  
Solihull  

Centre on Household Assets 
and Savings Management  
(CHASM – University of  
Birmingham)  

Financial security  
Financial inclusion  
Financial capability  
Wealth creation  
Poverty  

Birmingham National  

Fircroft College  Skills and learning  Birmingham  
  National  

Birmingham Friends of the 
Earth West Midlands  

Circular economy  
Air quality & environmental justice Pension Fund 
Divestment  

West Midlands  

Impact Hub  Self-build housing  
Radical Childcare  
Future Jobcentre  
Business support; (social) entrepreneurship  

Birmingham  

Localise West Midlands  
  

Localisation of supply chains, money flows,  
ownership and decision-making Maximising & sharing 
local economic benefit  

West Midlands  

Nishkam Centre  Community development  Handsworth  
Right Care Right Here 
partnership and USEIT  

Maximising benefit from anchor institutions (Mids Met 
hospital)  

Smethwick/East Birmingham  

Sandwell Citizens Advice 
Bureau  

Money advice and benefits experience  Sandwell  

Sandwell Crossroads  Social care as an economic opportunity; skills & training  Sandwell  
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Transforming Communities 
Together  

Financial inclusion  
Modern Slavery Poverty  

Black Country  
Staffordshire  
The Potteries  

Wolverhampton Poverty  
Truth   

Poverty  
Inclusive decision-making  

Wolverhampton  

Workers Education 
Association  

Skills and learning  West Midlands  
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APPENDIX 6  LIST OF STAKEHOLDERS  

Civil society organisations engaged in the process in the following ways: Meetings, workshops, e groups, on line survey  
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Age UK 
Age Well UK 
Aston Reinvestment Trust 
Athac 
Big Local 
Birmingham & Solihull Social Enterprise 
Consortium 
Birmingham Against the Cuts 
Birmingham Churches Together 
Birmingham Friends of the Earth  
Birmingham Settlement 
Birmingham Voluntary Services Council 
Black Country Industrial Mission 
Black Country Make 
Black Country Women's Aid 
BRAP 
Bridging the Gap Project Willenhall 
Cares Sandwell 
CC Foundation 
Centre for Research on Ethnic Minority 
Entrepreneurship 
Centre on Household Assets and Savings 
Management (CHASM) 
Citizens Advice Bureau Coventry 
Coops WM 
Coventry City Council 
Coventry Haven Womens Aid 

 

Coventry Priory CIC 
Coventry University Group 
Dudley CAB 
Fircroft College 
 
Futures Network West Midlands 
Herefordshire Leaders 
Third Sector Research Centre, University 
of Birmingham 
Hope Into Action Black Country 
Ideal for All 
Impact Hub Birmingham 
Jericho Foundation 
Just Finance Foundation 
Krunch 
Liberty Programmes CIC 
Localise WM 
Make It Sustainable 
Murray Hall Community Trust 
Nishkam Centre 
Old Print Works 
One Walsall 
RNIB 
Sandwell CAB 
Sandwell Churches Link 

 

Sandwell Consortium 
Sandwell Crossroads 
Sandwell CVO 
School for Social Entrepreneurs 
Sharp UK 
Soho First 
Staffordshire County Council 
Stirchley The Way Forward 
Support Staffordshire 
SWEDA 
Transforming Communities 
Transforming Communities Together, WPC and Just 
Finance Black Country 
Trident 
UK Co-Housing Trust.. But said not representing them! 
UK Public Health Register 
Vennture 
WATCH 
WBACRC 
West Midlands Housing 
Wildlife Trust Birmingham & Black Country 
Witton Lodge Community Association 
Wolverhampton CAB 

Workers Education Association 
 

 

APPENDIX 7  ONLINE SURVEY QUESTIONS 

 
TO HELP UP DEVELOP A PROPOSAL TO THE WEST MIDLANDS COMBINED AUTHORITY WE ARE INVITING CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANISATIONS TO COMPLETE OUR 
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SURVEY.  The survey questions follow. 
 
SURVEY QUESTIONS 

A path to an inclusive economy in the West Midlands  

The West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA) Inclusive Growth Unit has been set up to make sure economic growth gives more equal benefit 
geographically and socially than currently happens i.e. to ensure it becomes central to the WMCA model of inclusive economic growth that is supports active 
reduction of inequalities through redefining value in ways other than GVA. . 

Localise West Midlands has been appointed to lead on a task and finish consultation with Civil Society Organisations, running between August and November 
2018.  The consultation will inform a set of recommendations on strategic principles for Inclusive Growth and specific project activities for the WMCA to take 
forward in its Local Industrial Strategy and Strategic Investment Delivery Plan. 

To help with preparation of briefings and workshop/discussion materials Civil Society Organisations are invited to send in responses to the 8 questions below. 
Responses can be from you as a representative of your organisation or can be discussed at any internal or network meetings you already have in your 
diary.  Your responses to any or all of the questions are really valuable so please enter your contact details on the first page (required to help transparency of 
the consultation) which will allow you to then move backwards and forwards between the questions at will before you decide to submit. 

QUESTION 1.  The WMCA defines inclusive growth as follows:  “Inclusive growth is about a more deliberate and socially purposeful model of 
economic growth – measured not only by how fast or aggressive it is; but also by how well it is shared across the whole population and place.” 

Achieving inclusive growth means that more people need to feel the benefits – in terms of:   

• Participation (e.g. creating more ‘good’ jobs, helping people move up the career ladder, feeling dignity in work, participating fully in the economic and 
social life of the West Midlands); 

• Distribution (e.g. making sure the benefits of growth are spread – that marginalised communities benefit, and that structural barriers to economic 
progress are deliberately addressed and broken down) 

• Investment (e.g. encouraging money to be invested where it will have a strong social impact, and in areas that might realise a slower but more 
sustainable return.) 

In the West Midlands we are pushing for accelerated inclusive growth that all of our residents can touch, taste and feel the benefits of…” 

Q1a. Do you Agree with this definition? 
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Yes, I agree with this definition/I partially agree with this definition/No, I disagree totally with this definition 

Q1b. Further to your answer above. Do you have any comment on this definition? Is it correct or is there anything wrong, missing or that needs to be 
clarified? 

QUESTION 2. We’re planning to focus on the WMCA’s 4 big ticket areas of economic activity. 

1. Skills & Employment - Addressing inequalities in the distribution of employment, skills, job quality and security. 
2. Living Standards - Addressing inequalities of wealth, income, health and quality of life. 
3. Enterprise - Broadening asset ownership and opportunities for business and enterprise. 
4. Local Capacity - Increasing capacity of local leaders to work together in a shared vision for their place. 

Q2a. Are these the right things to focus on? 

Yes/No 

Q2b. Can you think of other areas we might focus on to enable inclusive growth 

Q2c. Thinking of the WMCA’s 4 big ticket areas of economic activity listed above. Please score how important you think each area is on a scale of  1- 5:  1 
being not important at all and 5 being very important 

QUESTION 3. 

Q3a. In our recommendations to the WMCA should we consider and emphasise particular any specific sectors that we think offer the most immediate 
opportunities for an inclusive economy? 

Yes/No/Do you have any further comments? 

Q3b. The categories below are typically used in economic growth strategies and reporting. 

Please shortlist the top five economic sectors which you think offer the most immediate opportunities for Inclusive Growth?  (change to allow up to 5 choices 
to be made) 
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Low-Med Tech Manufacturing 
Food, beverages & tobacco :: Metal, plastic and non-metal mineral products :: Other manufacturing :: Shipbuilding 

High- Med Tech Manufacturing 
Chemicals :: ICT & Precision Instruments :: Automotive 
Aerospace :: Machinery,  Electrical & Transport :: Equipment :: Pharmaceuticals 

Other Production 
Agriculture :: Mining & Quarrying :: Utilities :: Construction 

Knowledge Services 
Communications :: Digital, Creative & Information Services :: Financial Services :: Business Services :: Research & Development :: Education 

Other Services 
Hotels & Restaurant :: Retail :: Transport, Storage and :: Distribution :: Real Estate :: Administrative & Support Services :: Public Administration & Defence :: 
Health & Social Care :: Community, Social & Personal Services 

Q3c. What else should be included? 

QUESTION 4.  We are interested in understanding barriers to an inclusive economy and how these could be overcome. 

Q4a. What do you consider to be the main barriers to Inclusive Growth? 

Q4b. How do these barriers manifest themselves – please give examples based on situations that you know about from personal experience or observation. 

Q4c. Were the barriers you identify systemic?  i.e. a consequence of ‘business as usual’? 

Q4d. Can you suggest ways that systemic barriers can be overcome to get more certainty of successful Inclusive Growth outcomes?  What would need to 
change? 

QUESTION 5.  Who has a role in making this economic change happen? 
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Civil society is defined as the aggregate of individuals and organisations that manifests the will and interests of citizens and exists in addition to government 
and business. 

Q5a. What is the role of civil society in making economic inclusion happen? 

Q5b.  How can power be shared between civil society and WMCA and its business partners? 

QUESTION 6.  If you were the Mayor what 3 things would you focus on to achieve an inclusive economy?  Do you have any further comments? 

QUESTION 7.  To give confidence and inspiration that inclusive economic approaches can deliver more than a business as usual approach, we are 
aiming to propose a list of costed demonstrator projects.  To help us with project definition we would like to understand more about what has already 
worked. 

Please suggest up to 3 places as examples which evidence Inclusive Growth in the WMCA area (current or historic).  These may be places where there is 
already energy around the Inclusive Growth agenda, where we can propose additional investment and support. 

For example, there is work going on around the new Midland Metropolitan Hospital to create and strengthen local enterprises to meet the needs of its staff, 
patients and supply chains, making sure the local economy truly benefits from the development. 

Name of project, project contact, Local Authority. 

QUESTION 8.  Civil Society Organisations are invited through this piece of work to discuss Inclusive Growth and make proposals to the West Midlands 
Combined Authority to make something happen. 

Please let us know how you would you like to be involved.  There is an honorarium for organisations who would otherwise struggle to cover travel and time 
costs to attend a workshop.    You can select multiple options. 

• Attend a workshop (Birmingham)/Call in at a drop-in session (Coventry or Black Country)/By phone/By email 
• Send in responses resulting from your planned internal/network meetings (no need to take time out to join a scheduled workshop). We can provide 

an introductory briefing or you can invite us to attend in person. 

Some ideas and discussion points on the inclusive economy agenda can be found here http://localisewestmidlands.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/WMCA-and-
Inclusive-Growth-July-2018.pptx 

http://localisewestmidlands.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/WMCA-and-Inclusive-Growth-July-2018.pptx
http://localisewestmidlands.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/WMCA-and-Inclusive-Growth-July-2018.pptx
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APPENDIX 8 THEMATIC ANALYSIS OF SURVEY RESULTS AND WORKSHOP DISCUSSIONS  

The survey responses are available on request but come to about 50 pages so are not included in these Appendices.  The thematic analysis of the survey 
responses is given below.  The survey responses and the thematic analysis together with all other discussions and meetings form the evidence base for the 
recommendations made in the main report. 

THEMATIC ANALYSIS: LOCALISE WM CIVIL SOCIETY RESPONSE TO WMCA INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY  

(Thematic methodology) 

Framework 
Questions 

Survey 
question 

Codes  Themes  

 What does 
inclusive 
economic 
growth look 
like in the 
West 
Midlands? 
 

 
 
 
 
Q1b 

Embracing all groups through supporting 
access to opportunities  
 
Economic growth definition that includes 
social value, sustainability and 
accountability 
 
Inclusive growth is a strategy that includes a 
local approach/local control 
 
Include tangible actions  
 
Targeting excluded and marginalised 
individuals and communities  
 
Top down meets bottom up  
 
Equitable investment for local communities 
and across regions and cities 

 
 Local people, communities and place 

 
 Economic growth definition 

 
 Inclusive and targeted strategy rather than a model     

 

 What is 
blocking it - 

Q2b Engaging the education system  
 
Tailored support schemes for unemployed 
 

Further enablers of inclusive growth: 
 

 Engaging the whole education system  
 Expanding on successful targeted unemployment support models  
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and what is 
enabling it?  
 

Homelessness  
 
Housing   
 
Business processes  
 
Community capacity  
 
Local leader engagement and capacity  
 
Trust and confidence  
 
Inclusive and access  

 Targeted work with employers  
 Stable and secure housing and accommodation  
 Tackling homelessness  
 Business processes 
 Community asset ownership  
 Capitalising on West Midlands achievements  
 Social enterprise  
 Branding for region  
 Engage local communities and leaders and tackling the barriers they face  
 Inclusive growth is a core ethos  
 Inclusive of areas  
 Environmental 
 Collaboration  
 Value of volunteers  
 Local community capacity  
 Health  
 Lack of access to ‘culture and arts’  

 4a,b,c  
Economic models for investment and 
processes, BREXIT, Inequality of 
opportunity, Access to information, 
discrimination against minority groups, 
personal aspiration and education 
achievement, flexible working and 
reasonable adjustments, third sector 
capacity and infrastructure, local 
connectivity with regional achievements, 
educational attainment and skills and the 
role of FE, Transport, Employer attitudes  

Barriers identified: 
 Lack of opportunities in education and training 
 Employer infrastructure, attitude and investment  
 Economic exclusion 
 Business as usual attitude  
 Low personal aspiration and education achievement  
 Heavy focus on economic measures  
 Rising house costs  
 Poor benefit advice  
 Economic models for investment which are directed at foreign rather than 

local investment 
 Bureaucratic business practices and processes that override local innovation 
 Regional commitment to larger projects rather than citizen led 
 Implication of Brexit 
 Trust and Confidence legacy 
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 Third sector capacity  
 Lack of accessible advice 

 
 How will it 

be 
delivered? 
 

Q3c  
N/A – as coding provided  

 Tourism  
 Culture  
 Public services 
 Arts and Culture  
 Third sector/ Social enterprise/ Civil/community sector 
 Construction 
 Debt advice and Financial capability services (within Finance sector) 
 welfare benefits and the delivery of Universal Credit (within Health and 

Social care sector) 
 Sports 
 Customer service  

 4d Education, skills, voluntary sector, working 
together, planning, participation, measures, 
enterprise, transparency and social value , 
listening to local people  

Solutions identified for barriers: 
 Prioritising education and skills for particularly those facing multiple barriers 
 Devolution of power to local communities and third sector alongside 

capacity support 
 Better collaboration for joint social responsibility  
 Leadership  
 Business operations to include transparency  
 Legislation to drive better consideration of social value and environmental 

impact  
 5a and b Devolved assets and power, local 

involvement, restoring democracy, 
consultation, voice for 
excluded/disadvantaged representation 
and decision making, transparency and  
access to information 

The role of civil society: 
 Vision setting  
 Planning 
 Solution design  
 Voice for marginalised/hard to reach/ excluded and disadvantaged  
 Decision making  

 
How can power be shared between civil society, WMCA and business 
partners? 

 Devolving assets/power 
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 Opportunities to contribute or lead decision making  
 Greater transparency  
 Accessible information  
 True representation  
 Clear service delivery aims  

 
 6 (1-3)   Three areas to focus on to achieve an inclusive economy  

 
1. Data monitoring and reporting   
2. Supporting business and local community collaboration  
3. Development of skills through education 
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(Thematic analysis) 

1. WHAT DOES INCLUSIVE ECONOMIC GROWTH LOOK LIKE IN THE WEST MIDLANDS?  

‘Inclusive growth is about a more deliberate and socially purposeful model of economic growth – 
measured not only by how fast or aggressive it is; but how well it is shared across the whole population 
and place’  

Majority of the qualitative responses of the survey felt the definition lacked clarity and accuracy in what it 
should be hoping to achieve (‘equitable and shared economic growth with environmental, political and 
social value’) 

THEME 1: LOCAL PEOPLE, COMMUNITIES AND PLACE   

Respondents strongly noted the missing connection between ‘local people and communities’ specifically 
those who are excluded or marginalised. 

“The WMCA definition reflects an economic model where resources trickle down to reach more 
people and breaking barriers from the top down. This approach needs to connect with and support 
grass root organisation who currently work to empower marginalised groups to gain access to 
education and other social and community benefits of society. 

To bridge the gap between top down authoritative bodies and local community structures, three key areas 
were identified  

1) Local engagement: local people, communities and place being involved in decision making was 
important  

“Inclusive growth must have a local approach, developed with and for the local communities that 
raises aspirations, generates pride and ultimately contributes to socio-economic regeneration of the 
region” 

2) Local control: the need for local people, communities and place to be involved in decision making 
through a form of delegated control, turning engagement into efficient participation 

“Inclusive growth is also about control; about local areas taking more control over inputs and 
outputs…. rather than a centralised WMCA or Council making decisions over or owning local assets 
there is asset transfer to competent representative organisations that can  do more with the assets 
than the Council (or WMCA)” 

3) Accountability: a responsive structure that ensures there is responsibility for the growth generated  

“It is also about decision makers taking responsibility for the type of growth they oversee” 

“..Creating the conditions for growth and then fostering economic growth, whilst also ensuring that 
local residents benefit from the growth” 

Ensuring there is a strong alignment between local people, communities and place was seen as the 
underpinning value when defining inclusive growth. 

4) personal definitions of what it feels like to live in an inclusive economy  
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“People being free and able to participate in the way and to the extent they want” 

“Knowing what people can and would like to do and finding ways to facilitate this” 

“At the end of life, you look back and know you have lived the life you wanted to live.  Your life mattered 
and you were valued, you made a contribution.  You were connected to nature.  The economic system 
hasn’t squeezed you and taken you away from what was important to you.  

THEME 2: ECONOMIC GROWTH DEFINITION  

The lack of clarity around what economic growth means was another theme that ran strongly throughout 
the qualitative responses. 

Respondents felt that economic growth should be understood as encompassing social and environmental 
value as well as economic. 

Social Value 
(defined as identity, health and wellbeing and fair 

distribution of resources and opportunities) 

Environmental 
(defined as environmental sustainability) 

Statistics as currently produced do not capture what 
people feel about loss of community, job security, 
wellbeing or identity 
 

Sustainable and inclusive growth needs to bear 
in mind environmental sustainability and 
improvement. 

Inclusive growth is about national equity of 
investment. For instance it is clear London generally 
gets more investment than elsewhere in the Country. 
Inclusive growth therefore is not solely about equity 
of investment in the West Midlands but between 
other regions/ nations.  
 

It misses out the environmental costs of 
current growth fall primarily on poorer areas - 
high levels of traffic and therefore air pollution 
is a case in point. So inclusive growth is one 
where environmental costs are minimised or 
are negative and do not fall in an unbalanced 
way 

Something missing about fairness and income 
equality 
 

 

Participation is not so much about "good" jobs as it is 
helping people to find their place.  Participation is 
about finding the right fit. 

 

there are parts of the West Midlands Combined 
Authority area that feel left out 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

THEME 3: INCLUSIVE AND TARGETED STRATEGY RATHER THAN A MODEL 
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Respondents felt describing inclusive growth as a strategy that should be embedded within approaches 
that are centred on: 

• Being ‘open to all and for all’ through the understanding and addressing of ‘multiple barriers’ for 
excluded and marginalised individuals and communities   

“inclusive of all those who have various barriers to achieving economic and social growth, eg: women, 
language and cultural barriers, young people and the elderly, those experiencing abuse from partners, 
which may be 'invisible' due to forced fake marriages and being included on the husbands visa's, those 
who are isolated and do not have access to the internet or social media platforms” 

“Goes beyond jobs and investment - i.e. what about those unable to work (age, disability, health, etc.)” 

• ‘Resources being shared and distributed’ fairly amongst the intersections of community, people 
and place (both regional and city) 

“It is about both creating the environment for investment, and also simultaneously investing in the 
support infrastructure to ensure local residents benefit from these opportunities (e.g. investing in 
transport and digital infrastructure to connect residents to these opportunities and providing the 
necessary skills and employability support) to maximise the impacts of jobs and growth being created” 

• ‘Tangible actions’ 

“Creating a strong employment and economic inclusion support infrastructure (particularly aligning this 
with the business support infrastructure and tailoring services to provide those furthest from the labour 
market with a pathway to employment)” 

“An example from Coventry University's perspective is our ethos as a civic university - inclusive growth 
can be seen not only in initiatives, projects and research objectives, but also in widening participation 
programmes and student recruitment.” 
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2. WHAT IS ‘BLOCKING’ AND ‘ENABLING’ INCLUSIVE GROWTH? 

4 big ticket areas of 
economic activity  

Further enablers of inclusive growth  Blockers  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Skills & Employment 
Addressing 
inequalities in the 
distribution of 
employment, skills, 
job quality and 
security.  
 

Engaging the whole education system including 
In work vocational training, qualifications and 
development 
 
“Skills and Employment" needs to engage the 
education system in preparing pupils with the 
right skills and aspiration for the world of work” 
 
Primary contractors in the skills sector do want 
a diverse supply chain to help with delivery.   
 

Lack of opportunities in education and training  
 
“Lack of suitable careers advice for adults and support to navigate the 
education, training and qualifications systems." 
 
“flexible learning and training opportunities that fits within the circumstances 
and needs of people that have no or low disposable income, restricted time 
due to family and caring responsibilities, lacking in confidence in their ability 
to take up education and learning opportunities” 
 
“Reduced investment by government in adult education and training 
particularly those furthest away from the jobs market."   
 
“Poor adaptation of skills and training agenda to local 
needs/demands/markets/strengths. Need to give locally rooted skills 
providers more control over skills policies and budgets in partnership with 
locally owned businesses and public service providers” 
 
“Poor training for non-graduates. School success is judged by how many 
students they get into HE which undervalues skills of non-academic students.”  
 
Skills training for unemployed is too generic and without enough impact 
towards local skills priorities 
 
Local employers skills gaps are not joined up to provision of skills training esp 
outside large employers and colleges 
 
There is a huge gap in support for those post 21 but not yet in work – eg 
young mothers.  At 25 when the children go to school they are on the 
scrapheap. 
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Thrive at Work 
What is the evaluation methodology for this programme? 
Difficult to bid into. 
Organisations not aware of this programme. 
 
INADEQUACY OF CAREERS ADVICE 
Careers advice – Vicki in her NHS partnership was able to show that whatever 
a school leaver wanted to do there was a role with the NHS  
Pilot => air ambulance 
Hairdresser => residential care role 
 
Career learning hub – should be for older people (given reduction in ‘jobs for 
life’) not just for young people. 
 
 
Important that the Shared Prosperity Fund that replaces esf doesn’t repeat 
esf mistakes -  small orgs needs coherent support to engage with it … 
inflexibility and complex processes. Does not work for small orgs because 
designed for large – including time taken to process evidence before 
payment which wipes out small orgs. 
 
Small orgs are often doing the work fine, but struggle to have the capacity for 
the monitoring etc. 
 
 

Adapting and expanding on successful targeted 
unemployment support models: 
 
‘Sufficient funds are invested in tailored support 
schemes that will successfully address the range 
of barriers to enterprise, employment and 
training that are encountered by a diversity of 

Employer infrastructure, attitude and investment: limited progression 
routes for low paid low status jobs, employers attitude towards investing in 
employees, structural discrimination within sectors 
 
“the lack of investment by employers for those in lower paid low status jobs 
and seeing the value of such investment in increasing productivity and better 
terms and working environment” 
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groups across different localities within the 
region.   
 
“This should include specific tailored 
interventions that will enable residents facing 
the most complex barriers to labour market 
participation (e.g. those encountering 
disabilities, enduring health conditions, long-
term unemployment, and lone parents) with 
pathways to employment” 
 
 

 
ACCESS TO WORK 
Access to Work funding is frequently so long in materialising eg to fund 
specific IT software, that jobs disappear before the appointee can start. 
Access to Work does not cover voluntary/unpaid work 
 
DISABILTY CONFIDENT – level 1 for example does not require any 
commitment 
 
Employers frequently don’t see potential.  There are examples of 
blind/visually impaired in all sectors.  One attendee had spent 11 years at the 
start of his career in aerospace steel materials testing labs.  However, he is in 
a minority with many visually impaired and blind not able to find work.   
 
Disabled workforce have higher retention levels 
 
Sight loss access technology is very expensive so difficult to job search as an 
individual at home and verbal evidence of exclusive interview practices eg 
asking for paper forms to be completed at interview without assistance even 
though the applicant had made their situation clear before interview. 
 
THRIVE INTO WORK 
Has limitations – can’t be in work or have a job offer 

“Further targeted work with employers is also 
needed to breakdown stereotypes and promote 
better awareness if we are to enable specific 
groups of people to benefit from existing and 
further economic growth” 
 
“The evidence suggests that open, competitive 
employment (using models such as IPS) produces 
better, more sustained and cost-effective results 
than sheltered workshops or voluntary work” 
 

Economic exclusion due to: lack of flexible working arrangements, 
increased poverty, low skills, being a carer, lone parent, or having a 
disability and/or health barriers and structural discrimination within 
specific sectors. 
 
“Business may negotiate with FE for the provision of skills through the courses 
they offer, but will those courses include people who left school without 
qualification and have been supported to find a way back in” 
 
“Carers, lone parents and  people with a health barrier sometimes need very 
flexible working very little opportunities”    
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“The Coventry model of employability support 
has established a strong hub for service delivery, 
the Job Shop, which supports a network of 
delivery partners to deliver employability 
services in a more cohesive manner across the 
city. Services such as Careers guidance and 
barrier breaking work are directly linked to 
support to local employers and support to 
develop workforce skills. The City Council 
specifically enables and nurtures this approach”  

 
“Adjustments and accommodation for people with disabilities into 
employment they are lower down on the ladder for some of the upcoming 
opportunities” 
 
Legislation requires anyone with disabilities to be interviewed if they meet the 
job spec criteria.  Experience shows repeatedly that despite advising 
interviewers that interviewees are blind or visually impaired, interview 
circumstances such as being required to complete paper forms without 
assistance apply.   
There is no information about how many people with disabilities going to 
interview are: 
Appointed 
How long they stay in post 
Whether any in job training or career progression opportunities are offered 
What career progression is made. 
 
Universal Credit rollout has helped some people into work but there re huge 
caveats around this – 1.  Adequate support during the transition so people 
can plan and can ask for financial support.  2.  Adequate understanding of 
barriers to moving to employment – different for different people for so 
many different reasons. 
 

 
 
Living Standards  
Addressing 
inequalities of 
wealth, income, 
health and quality of 
life.  
 

Stable and secure housing, accommodation 
and tackling homelessness  
“Domestic abuse is prevalent in the vast 
majority of homelessness, especially for women, 
and we can evidence that the majority of 
women presenting to the GP with ailments 
which suggest depression/anxiety, if unpicked 
safely and sensitively, the underlying issue will 
be abuse, power and control. If we can keep 
mum safe, we will keep children safe!" 

 
‘Business as usual attitude’  
There is a resignation amongst many, accepting the changes that have 
occurred in the area over several decades.   
 
To these I could add low personal aspiration and educational achievement.  
There are many reasons for these in our area, a significant one being the 
erosion of our manufacturing base."  
 
The quickest route to prison is to be in care before 5 yrs old. 
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 Heavy focus on economic measures  

"Focus on measuring GDP/GVA and not looking at the things that make us 
happy 

 Rising house costs  
Pilots keep happening but nothing gets scaled up e.g. retrofitting... and 
improving housing stock in different areas so that there are good amenities. .. 
not just about new build – seeking social housing 

  “Poor benefit advice people even with universal credit people still have a fear 
of losing everything if they move of benefit” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Enterprise  
Broadening asset 
ownership and 
opportunities for 
business and 
enterprise.  

Business processes   
“procurement should include inclusive principles 
by including social enterprises and mental health 
must fall within the full health spectrum” 
 
“WMCA is in a position to develop a new 
commissioning/procurement framework that 
will recognise and score value and impact and 
not just cost”  “The WMCA should focus on 
minimising the effort in procuring maximum 
impact” 
 
“social action requirements should be embedded 
into service delivery contracts and that this does 
not need to be expensive” 
 

• Include residents and communities on 
recruitment of contractors / delivery 
bodies – need to support via briefings 
and updated information 

• Procurement that supports and builds on 
local knowledge rather than 
undermining it 

Economic models for investment which are directed at foreign rather than 
local investment and at big national and global providers 
 
‘Higher rents, lower number of businesses and lack of business diversity, 
dominance of large scale businesses with little room or opportunity for new 
things to be tried out” 
 
“Whilst there has been significant public and private sector investment in 
activities to deliver transformational economic growth projects, the benefits 
have not been realised by all local residents and communities.” 
 
Policy and strategies such as Procurement/Commissioning are being driven to 
provide services at the lowest cost – hence large providers – as opposed to 
local solutions with local inclusive approach 
 
We need to recognise local strengths, which large delivery organisations can’t 
necessarily do and we need to stop expectations that the voluntary sector 
can deliver for free. 
 
“Current procurement/commissioning approaches are not offering 
opportunities for locally knowledgeable/experienced organisations to 
compete to deliver services – too many examples of multinational providers 
winning contracts, failing and exiting when they realise they can’t make their 
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• Build x% of procurement value for the 
local economy 

• Requirement for apprenticeships may be 
written into contracts but there is not 
enough upstream activity to address 
issues impacting on people being 
‘interview ready’ 

• Build smaller organisations into 
contracts 

• identify mechanisms for civil society to 
become aware of bid leaders 

• commissioning should make social action 
mandatory 

• include “tell us about your social impact” 
and weight so it can make a difference 

• value of apprenticeships offered through 
a tender process should be appraised 
per organisational turnover not per 
project.  This would give a more realistic 
position on potential outcomes for 
apprenticeships and apprentices. 

• Procurement social value question – now 
much of your workforce has a disability 
or a condition 

• Follow Coventry University procurement 
where Anything under £25K – three 
quotes … one should be from a social 
enterprise 

•  

business model work; out of area delivery partners cannot create the value 
that locally based organisations can.” 
 
“WMCA is in a position to develop a new commissioning/procurement 
framework that will recognise and score value and impact and not just cost”  
“The WMCA should focus on minimising the effort in procuring maximum 
impact” 

Capitalising on West Midlands achievements  
 
‘New inward investment for the city with a focus 
on Coventry as a the UK City of Culture 2021, the 

Bureaucratic business practices and processes that override local 
innovation  
“State procurement processes heavily weighted to private sector advantage 
(ie. Testing the Market?..they only use one market model)" 
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opportunities and legacy this could provide to 
enable inclusive growth’ 

 
"Decision making by committee - length of time is horrendous (if you get a 
decision at all) - this is not enabling” 
 
“Social value and CSR is rising in importance but still has a very long way to 
go with the vast majority of procurement decisions still being based on lowest 
cost and/or risk." 
 
“Domination of public procurement/commissioning by Capita /Carillion etc. 
Birmingham Energy Savers is a specific example” 
 
“Big is beautiful' phase in public sector procurement where many contracts 
are simply too large for SME's and social enterprises to bid for” 
 

Community asset ownership  
Social enterprise   
Branding for region  
“I'd personally then still use the West Midlands 
branding (adding City-Region at the end) with 
the tagline of Greater Birmingham - Black 
Country - Coventry to help sell the County better 
as the epicentre of the West Midlands Region” 
 

 

   
 
 
 
Local Capacity 
Increasing capacity of 
local leaders to work 
together in a shared 
vision for their place 

Engage local communities and leaders and 
tackling the barriers they face: 
 
Local anchor institutions and the community- 
along with local leaders - must be engaged. This 
is of paramount importance because solutions 
and actions need to be placed within the local 
contexts 
 

Regional commitment to larger projects rather than citizen led  
 
“My organisation has the potential to bring in £3/4 million inward investment 
to the region but I need £250k from WMCA to secure. If I dont then £1 million 
pound investment is social Enterprise is lost (to Manchester & London) and 
£3/4 million inward investment lost” 
 
“LEP Boards and Local Authority officers and elected members would benefit 
from training on Inclusive Economy definitions and opportunities” 
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the capacity of local leaders is enhanced to 
understand the varying barriers that these 
groups face to economic inclusion and ensure 
that local leaders become fully committed to the 
proposed interventions for tackling these 
barriers, and that these interventions form part 
of their strategic vision/wider strategic 
approach 
 
Local control - i.e. double devolution" 
 
Housing providers’ role in enterprise 
development is poorly recognised but is 
important. 
 
Shared workspaces are an excellent solution led 
by community sector. 
 
 

Travel restrictions on LA’s have reduced confidence to innovate and learn 
from elsewhere. 
 
“employers need educating around disabilities and conditions to understand 
the value of a diverse workforce and what can be done to create roles for 
those with physical and mental challenges to participate in the economy.” 
 
 
social care – need to invest in getting the right sort of outcomes from social 
care.  Economy needs to value it and spend enough on it for it to work. 
 
WMCA has substantially capital budget – so need to ensure housing and 
capital infrastructure projects does stuff for local people – reinvestment 
through CIL or whatever to ensure the infrastructure project benefits the 
community. Then need a way to count the value of this even if it doesn’t 
increase GVA – it creates jobs and shares prosperity. 
 
Retail led devt – Las need to look beyond business rates in terms of whats 
beneficial – smaller biz create LM3 but LA doesn;;tsee the benefit in terms of 
their own coffers… so they only see benefit in big retail space. 

  Implication of Brexit  
“The EU has been a very constructive partner in many local projects that have 
promoted well being and, to some extent, inclusive growth in areas which 
have not necessarily attracted government support.” 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

*OTHER* 

“Inclusive Growth is a core ethos within the 
West Midlands Industrial Strategy and any other 
more localised Economic/Industrial Strategies” 

Trust and Confidence legacy 
 
“Huge increase in polarising views so meeting to agree is getting harder.” 

“For any emerging action to be relevant to the 
communities around Coventry (and indeed other 
parts of the West Midlands), opportunities must 
consider and involve all, including the most 
deprived, areas” 

Third sector capacity  
 
VSO' s including WATCH often find themselves in direct competition with the 
local authority and other employment agencies for the same funding to 
delivery employment projects 
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Collaboration is key! All groups in every 
community need to come to the table to work in 
partnership, have the opportunity to express 
what the barriers are for their community and to 
be involved in solution focused discussion. 
 

Lack of accessible advice  
 
“Information is often jargon based and we have many people who are dis-
empowered to act on things that would improve their personal 
circumstances/quality of life because they don’t understand what they have 
to do because of the way in which information is presented to them”  
 
“Not all people have access to social media. So no one thing should be used. 
So not just leafleting, social media, or TV advertising” 
 
“Poor benefit advice people even with universal credit people still have a fear 
of losing everything if they move of benefit” 
 

Environmental • Should acknowledge environmental limits 
• Feels weak in relation to the immense degree of transport investment 
that will damage nature – HS2, private transport etc. 
• An emphasis on brownfield sites would deliver this commitment well 
• We need good sustainable development, that supports good 
community experiences, to meet many of these. How strong a role can 
WMCA have in planning? 

Value of volunteers  The new values of the emerging young adults cohort are really inspiring and 
they are socially aware.  
This year the young people want an allotment to be bought to grow food for 
food banks = ‘social action’ initiative.   

Local community capacity  Decimation of Civil Society along with austerity impact on public services 
resources:  Civil society is in crisis and is disappearing fast. 
Civil Society organisations suffer from short term funding constraints. 
Housing orgs – key role in connecting people to economic opportunities 

Health  Healthcare 
The next car crash within Health and Social Care is that funding for 
qualifications has been removed, now employers have to fund training and 
qualifications at a cost of approx. £1200 per person – not refundable unless 
the full qualification has been fully completed – employers will not be able to 
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afford this so will not be putting staff through the qualification – reducing 
quality and number of staff wishing to work in social care – feel undervalued 
etc 
The congestion charge will impact heavily on social care workforce with 
vulnerable being pushed into residential care as domiciliary carers can’t be 
recruited – carers will move between employers for 2p an hour. 

Lack of access to ‘culture and arts’ Not just ballet and opera but local culture and activity 
 Ageing Society How will the HS2 investment benefit older people?   

97% of over 65s are economically inactive 
50% of sight loss is avoidable and the impacts most on the elderly 

 Mobility People won’t arrive just because access routes are created. 
 
Capital based funding – metro lines etc -  how does it benefit people that 
never get on it? 
 
INCLUSIVE TRAVEL 

• Free bus passes in Birmingham do not allow peak hour travel so 
cannot be used for work experience/volunteering 

• Carers do not get free travel on buses but do on trains 
• Disabled travelcard has a fee even if carer could travel for free 

 
BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED INDEPENDENT MOBILITY 

• Digital black spots such as areas of tall buildings means navigation 
aids are not reliable. 

• Not all buses are talking buses meaning people either can’t travel 
independently or have to take sub-optimal routes. 

 Aspiration WE need to create a ‘chink of light’ e.g.. report of one girl having to hide her 
homework in the bath panel to stop it being ripped up at home:  Often when 
someone starts a training course or employment it can create resentment, 
discomfort in the family - some people need to be supported to  navigate 
their families/partners as they make these changes in their lives, this should 
not be underestimated. 
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3. HOW WILL IT BE DELIVERED? 

Economic sectors which you think offer the most immediate opportunities for Inclusive Growth 

Additional sectors that should be included: 

• Tourism  
• Culture  
• Public services 
• Arts and Culture  
• Third sector/ Social enterprise/ Civil/community sector 
• Construction 
• Debt advice and Financial capability services (within Finance sector) 
• welfare benefits and the delivery of Universal Credit (within Health and Social care sector) 
• Sports 
• Customer service 

 

SOLUTIONS TO OVERCOME BARRIERS 

• Prioritising education and skills for all particularly those facing multiple barriers  
• Bridging the gap for those disadvantaged – creating more opportunities 

 
• Devolution of power to local communities and third sector alongside capacity support 

“More resource for Voluntary and Statuary sectors to develop joint delivery with DWP and other 
employment support agencies. Change the mind-set of employers and mainstream agencies to 
support more disadvantaged people into work and training and move away from ""creaming and 
parking"" those individuals with barriers with barriers and or additional needs." 

“Recognising that the voluntary sector can play a huge part in the inclusive growth agenda and 
ensure equal voice of these organisations are heard against the backdrop of private sector/business 
led initiatives” 

“Build capacity where it's needed most - Knowledge and tools at grass route’s with access to 
financing - Impact and Value is instant” 

• Better collaboration for joint social responsibility  
“WMCA could bring together more enlightened employers with public sector agencies and third 
sector bodies to demonstrate how they can at area/community level, sector/skills level or 
disadvantaged groups ( e.g BAMER women) can create an agenda of social and economic inclusion 
through joint social responsibility." 

“Commissioning and procurement approach that seeks to create more joined up initiatives across 
statutory, voluntary and private sectors” 

WMCA is in a position to develop a new commissioning/procurement framework that will recognise 
and score value and impact and not just cost  
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The WMCA should focus on minimising the effort in procuring maximum impact 

 

“There are many big businesses including some based in the West Midlands such as Cadburys who 
have demonstrated that these things can work hand in hand and that social responsibility and 
taking care of employees and the local community is not necessarily a bad thing for the business. 
Other examples include Lord Lever (Unilever), Guinness and others where the business is still thriving 
whilst having spearheaded inclusivity” 

• Governance and Process 
 
Development of a truly inclusive process is a challenge in itself.  There is passion to make change 
and seize opportunities to do so but also a reluctance to commit time to a process that is perceived 
as unlike to make change.  Engaged stakeholders are currently a small group.  There is scepticism 
that: 
 
“Nothing ever changes – why will this process be different 
Not convinced there is a will to change but … its too hard to not change but too hard to change 
Many individuals  will remain excluded even with new processes and inclusion as too many barriers 
exist even in finding a convenient time for engagement eg single working parents” 
 
There is an observation that in a truly inclusive economy there needs to be accountability of public 
investment into projects which ultimately benefit the private sector. 
 
The cost benefit analysis of public investment should be sophisticated enough to model the impact 
of eg the new Sprint lines which are viewed as resulting in fewer bus stops and thereby aggravating 
travel exclusion. 
 
Trickle down does not work – so we need to revise how things are done. 
 
What will be different in 10 years? 
 
Why will the current WMCA initiative on inclusive economic growth deliver anything different from 
all the previous interventions eg SRB 
 
Is it OK to focus on bringing inward investment in to finance economic growth?  How inclusive can 
this be? 
 
There is a disconnect between power, influence and participation regarding civil society 
organisations 
 
QUESTIONS 
 
1.  What timescales are you looking at to achieve the outcomes? 
2. Who will benefit – organisations, individuals, businesses 
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3. What does inclusive growth look like – is it tangible?  Is it economic? 
4. How does the WMCA understand the contribution that the third sector can make to this and 
other agendas? 
 

 

 
• Leadership  

“Leadership that look at longs at term planning, but better understands the barrier that affect the 
most poorest in society and then investing locally as well as larger infrastructure investment.” 

“Accept that participation in consultation is difficult and meaningless for some people - come to 
them, listen when they are talking” 

“Instead of appointing leaders who have the necessary educational standards. Appoint ordinary 
people who understand the people who live in particular areas” 

“Change the things we measure as what gets measured gets done. GVA or GDP” 

“Support enterprise why not share space or funding incubation space for people who are upcoming 
and trying.  Every new development considers how it can offer another opportunity to another 
group.  I.e. a university instead of a commercial coffee company delivering services why not an 
enterprise who's working with people with disability or another disadvantaged group” 

LEP Boards and Local Authority officers and elected members would benefit from training on 
Inclusive Economy definitions and opportunities 

Representative representation at WMCA – be truly transparent 

• Business operations to include transparency 
• Legislation to drive better consideration of social value and environmental impact  

 

 

The role of civil society  

Civil society is defined as the aggregate of individuals and organisations that manifests the will and 
interests of citizens and exists in addition to government and business. 

The majority of respondents viewed the role of civil society as essential to inclusive economic growth 
through their involvement in a full democratic process, which includes: 

1. Vision setting  

2. Planning  

3. Solution design 
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4. Voice for marginalised/ hard to reach/ excluded and disadvantaged  

5. Decision making 

 

HOW CAN POWER BE SHARED BETWEEN CIVIL SOCIETY AND WMCA AND ITS BUSINESS PARTNERS? 

Respondents saw the distribution of power between civil society, WMCA and its business partners through 
various mechanisms including: 

1. Devolving assets/power > into civil society  

2. Opportunities to contribute or lead decision making > into civil society  

3. Greater transparency > from statutory bodies  

4. Accessible information > for civil society  

5. True representation > from civil society  

6. Clear service delivery aims > informed by civil society and led by statutory bodies 

7.  Co-production and co-design >  

 

IF YOU WERE THE MAYOR WHAT 3 THINGS WOULD YOU FOCUS ON TO ACHIEVE AN INCLUSIVE 
ECONOMY? 

Respondents described a range of areas, the three most highlighted areas to achieve an inclusive 
economy included: 

1. Data monitoring and reporting   

Gaining further insight into postcode inequality, identifying barriers for the most disadvantaged and 
understanding what people want were seen as important areas to regularly monitor and report on as a 
region. Furthermore the celebrating of local successes, generating local case studies and recognising the 
diversity within the West Midlands were too considered important. 

2. Supporting business and local community collaboration  

Recognising and rewarding businesses who bring social value (through their support to civil society) and 
promoting it within businesses were cited as important methods to foster collaboration and partnership 
between businesses, social enterprises, voluntary sector etc.  

3. Development of skills through education  

Developing skills aligned to the business support infrastructure, investment in adult learning provision, 
vocational training, learning that supports raising aspiration and targeted at the most disadvantaged.  
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Other top areas mentioned included: employment and progression opportunities to reduce in work 
poverty, support for social enterprises and third sector, improving procurement processes and tackling 
homelessness and housing  

FURTHER COMMENTS  

• Looking at cooperative alternatives  
• Better measurements of economic and community health  
• Highly qualified migrants and their contribution to economic growth  

 
“There are migrants ( both EU and non EU) that have well qualified, but lack the appropriate level of 
English Language to apply their qualifications, particularly in sectors where there is a shortage of 
qualified and skilled individuals ( engineering, health and social care, business services and financial 
service), where barriers could be removed to accelerate their learning to gain improved levels of 
English Language and careers support to take up job opportunities or higher level vocational 
training” 
 

• Start somewhere with a pilot – a tangible action  
• Local area decline  

 

COMMENTS ON THE LOCAL INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY CONSULTATION DOCUMENT – WORKSHOP ON 
18.10.18 

Energy Capital is worth us highlighting as a public-good-led approach to sector development which could 
be replicated across all sectors eg housing, food production, health & social care. Partnership across public 
private vol etc, taking the approach: 

 - what’s the public need/common goods that drive this sector? 

 - how can SMEs and locally owned biz be enabled to play a major part in this sector? How can most people 
get an ownership stake in this? 

 - how can we get innovation happening between local biz in this sector? 

 - how can we ensure the sector delivers good, properly rewarded jobs and security? 

 - how can public procurement and anchor institutions support inclusive sector development to meet these 
public goods? 

Inclusive Growth Innovation Zones. 

Need to consider assets and base stuff on these – not just needs and challenges. 

11th commitment should be that the other 10 commitments should all reflect IG priorities. 

Strategies like this have come and gone for (over) 25 years but civil society is still here being effective and 
saying the same things and will still be here long after this strategy is recycled. Really embedding IG gives 
this strategy a chance of longevity. 
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• How is this grounded in local economies 

o How is accountability delegated 

o Authority & resources 

o Who are the local ‘champions’ 

• Geographical and thematic 

Rate of change greater where gap is largest 

Resources needed – it won’t just happen! 

Representative? How can it be achieved? 

• Need to make point that an inclusive growth voice (IGU partners, civil society etc) should have been 
involved at an earlier stage of LIS consultation. (inc in Qu4 of consultation questions) 

• IG agenda is not embedded throughout: it’s a good but isolated ‘feature’. The needs should be 
reflected be reflected in actions throughout.  

• LIS shows lack of understanding of how things really work in/for excluded communities – naïve 
about their pathways to inclusion. 

• Does not reflect or strengthen the rich cultural environment of the area, which should be treated as 
an asset. 

• The 5000 jobs target does not seem to have an inclusive skills agenda to ensure these are inclusive 
jobs. An inclusive skills agenda needs to be segmented as well as led by local trusted organisations. 

• Culture change outcomes are needed as well as job outputs. 

• Perhaps it’s naïve to expect an ‘industrial’ strategy to be able to deliver IG, without the non-
industrial interventions that are essential to enable people to be ready to engage with industry. – eg role of 
trusted community orgs (civil society) in engaging people to job-readiness. 

• Not clear what ‘inclusive growth corridors’ are. Is this just a growth corridor with ‘inclusive’ added, 
or is it a thing about pathways? 

• Bring ‘communities’ into ‘cranes’ conversation – eg the WMCA annual conference only reflected the 
latter really, so we need to deliver this voice. Bring in civil society expertise 

• Identify routes to inclusion for those excluded. 

• Move towards practical specific actions / changes for WMCA. 

• BUT ALSO – challenge some of the premises and priorities of their existing strategy – to ensure that 
IG is integral and not bolted on. Situate our good ideas in that context. 

• Identify how to make the ‘multipliers’ of strategic actions/priorities (eg high tech sector) really work 
for inclusion – not just assume it will trickle down. 
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• Challenge counter-productive examples of public spending cuts. 

• Raise issue of better ongoing CS engagement with WMCA 

• Challenge WMCA data where it is flawed and out of date. 

 

More detailed points people made (probably more about content than expectations) 

• Explore reasons for WMCA focus on high tech – who it serves, what parts of manufacturing are left 
behind. 

• Challenge low pay economy 

• Address productivity driver issues 

• Housing orgs – key role in connecting people to economic opportunities 

 

VISION AND METRICS 

By 2030 (11 years away!) 

WMCA genuinely accountable 

Power is equally shared 

No one is hard to reach because everyone has a stake in society 

WM has smallest pay gap discrimination and everyone has a genuinely living wage 

No NEETs 

100% localised community owned energy generation systems 

Caring economy outstrips automotive economy 

90% reduction in personal vehicle ownership 

A walking city with zero homeless/empty shops/poor public realm 

People and planet valued more than financial profit 

No underutilisation of skills 

All people are valued and treated with respect 

All people and places have a role to play 

Places are diverse and distinctive – pride in history and culture 

Opportunities available for everyone 
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Everyone has security – active citizens with agency and ownership 

Economy no longer reliant on fossil fuels 

We no longer talk about inclusive economics because that is just how it is 

People and groups more connected to each other 

Free movement – anyone can go anywhere without fear or discrimination 

Foundational economy is valued and strengthened 

We are MAKING things 

Equal participation in creating as well as benefitting from growth 

 

CASE STUDIES (this has been downloaded directly from information entered online and therefore 
formatting may vary) 

Black Country MAKE 

Sandwell food power alliance 

Midland Met Hospital 

Bristol - £CSR put into a central pot for communities 

Vennture – Hereford – private / public action, street pastors, troubled families and individuals support 

FINANCIAL INCLUSION  

Money First Aid Kit - https://www.justfinancefoundation.org.uk/moneyfirstaidkit 

• Starting Cash Smart Credit Savvy training with whg in Walsall  

• Also an Employability Conference on 21st February for Black young people (aged 11-16 years) of 
African, African Caribbean and dual heritage alongside their parents, in partnership with The University of 
Wolverhampton 

Nat West and Barclays BME business support 

Preston, Bristol, Manchester 

Poverty Truth Commissions – first hand testimonies - http://brumpovertytruth.org/about/; 
WOLVERHAMPTON POVERTY TRUTH COMMISSION 

Lifesavers CPD half day sessions for 40 primary schools 

Food Pantry 

UCSavvy 

http://brumpovertytruth.org/about/
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Nursery embedded in retirement home 

Financial Inclusion Plans 

Loan Shark Pledge 

MiFriendlycities.co.uk - creating innovate migrant friendly cities in the WM. 

Coventry University - Interserve working with v local orgs  

Credex 

The £350m community housing fund with cross party backing, Cov/Warks – residents developing it 
themselves. Spring Housing in Birmingham 

Central Eng / Midcounties cooperative societies’ role: they are land-owners and cash rich, they are 
partners /collaborate that could be useful.  Midcounties supports Co-op Futures 

Wales – wellbeing – Future Generations. Good practice/framework. 

High Life Centre – works mainly with BME residents in Coventry 

City of Culture  

Interventions that get employers directly involved in improving their offer to local res, incding through 
apprenticeships and placements – and LW.  

Sector based work academies  Job centre plus 

Working on programmes that are good joint working across pships and reduce competition and instil 
collaboration; support specific strengths of specific partners. 

-Independent information advice and guidance – lots of sources available in Cov which is appreciated. 
There’s a service where the orgs work together collaboratively. Cov Advice Network.   

Warwickshire CAVA support agency –- employment support for 18-24 unemployed for 18 months or longer 
– young people were involved in delivering the programme and directing how it should be delivered. 
Looking at designing a legacy for that programme so WMCA could help with this. 

Supporting mental health – support packages for employers  

 

GLOSSARY REFLECTIONS 

What is ‘affordable housing’ actually? 

Do we know what the ‘excluded’ want to be included in? 

No one is ‘hard to reach’ – but more about not being approached where and when is convenient and 
appropriate  

Is there a consensus on the definition of Community? 

http://mifriendlycities.co.uk/
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Is there a shared ‘vision’ for ‘growth’ 

CHALLENGES 

Engaging with those genuinely excluded who never get to a position to access training and those not yet 
being spoken to 

Different local groups have different local needs – there is no generic solution 

How are those excluded engaged with so as not to revisit personal trauma 

Finding enough time to spend with someone to discover what creates a twinkle in their eye 

Skills are seen as key to Economic Growth – employers survey said 28% of their workforce skills were 
underutilised and they had a 7% skills shortage 

Recognise the impact of different local politics on initiatives – the Coventry City of Culture approach to 
handing bid to the community would not be a risk that other authorities might take 

 

RADICAL IDEAS? 

Abandon competition with regions and work together 

Support sectoral inclusivity – no sector left behind 

Do we understand where we are now? (Ref R Hatcher briefing) 

• Structure 
• Power 
• Interests 
 

Could we ask for a full devolution and put in our own ideas and measures – the national system works 
against localised agendas 

What radical ideas are we allowed to pilot as a region (eg Housing First) could we pilot Income First – a 
basic universal income pilot in the the WM? 

Include residents and communities on recruitment of contractors / delivery bodies – need to support via 
briefings and updated information 

ACTIONS 

4. Create a task force of those working with long term unemployed to address the persistent figures 
of 70-80000 unemployed long term – going right back to schools and parents 

5. Trial universal basic income across WMCA 
6. Produce research base to evidence a thorough and rigorous understanding of why people are 

excluded  
7. Each of the 7 WMCA Portfolio holders to have a regular civil society forum on their area of 

responsibility  
8. Collect CSR funds into one pot to go to xxxxxx? 
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9. Triangulate finding of the inclusive growth work with the social economy taskforce 
10. Analyse power structure around what we want to see and how to address it 
11. Address under utilisation of skills 
12. Use minimum effort task to get WMCA buy in to get bigger effort stuff happening 
13. Make sure the views of people experiencing injustice/exclusion are fully understood 
14. Identify opportunities for 5G pilots to immediately facilitate better access to opportunity – e.g. 

wayfinding for blind and visually impaired, safe public online access for those not connected at 
home 

15. develop  ‘ground level’ KPIs which assess how WMCA  activities develop the local economy 
16. Make change happen 

Testing 
Break it down 
Apply a real life case study 

17. Request outreach team to be located locally and understand the potential opportunities for small 
organisations 

18. Checks and balances - Learn from Greater Manchester 
19. Capital investment in the voluntary sector is needed 
20. Fund the sector to be able to participate in Inclusive Growth policy, strategy and delivery 
21. Set up mechanisms to review policy and investment proposals before they are implemented – 

perhaps this could include testing impacts on a range of profiled individuals 
22. Establish a social value ‘budget’ of 10 hours a week from HS2 
23. Make capital as well as revenue investments in the Civil Society sector to allow their participation 

e.g. Set up local civil society hubs with good quality flexible accommodation to accommodate 
organisations as they shrink and grow, with co-location of back office services such as HR and 
accountancy, plus community facilities and office space for WMCA staff 

24. Facilitate joint bidding by Civil Society organisations 
25. Use Civil Society to road test strategies, initiatives and even the WMCA website. 
26. Review and learn from previous initiatives e.g. SRB etc -what worked, what didn’t  
27. Trial a basic income model – a truly living wage – ie income first approach 
28. Develop Commonwealth Games inclusion strategy 
29. Support homeless back to work by tacking issues such as lack of identify – many don’t have photo 

ID and this stops access to many services and opportunities 
30. Organise a workshop on Social Value Led Procurement leading to inclusive economy positive impact 
31. Investigate the wider determinants of worklessness more thoroughly 
32. Be clear about the role of civil society organisations and what is expected from them - Invite civil 

society organisations to participate but also hold them to account 
33. Clarify the benchmarks for success or failure in a way that people can understand 
34. Clarify the practical steps on leading to a fully inclusive economy  
35. Appoint civil society organisations and citizens to form part of decision making boards 
36. Publish has been invited to drive strategy development at the WMCA? 
37. Information - WMCA – set up a link on website or have a bulletin that can be circulated to third 

sector organisations / or can we access information easily – so we can give feedback on time or 
suggest effective way of delivery certain new initiatives. 
February 2018 workshop conclusions 

38. Most WMCA funding is ringfenced for ‘big projects’ –maximise local benefits from these. 
39. Helping people fit the economy vs helping the economy fit people.  
40. Emphasis on place-based approaches and tackling ‘left out’ places 
41. Better & more accessible apprenticeships –including public sector:  NHS jobs windfall 
42. Place adult education budget with locally rooted organisations  
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43. WMCA to use social benefit clauses for all capital investment; Living Wage and local employment 
weighted in bid-scoring. 

44. Decentralising ownership: locally owned businesses, social enterprises, co-operatives. Identifying 
support needs in different sectors.  

45. Industrial strategy metrics to reflect inclusive economics. Learn from IGAU, JRF, WM civil society. 
Concerns over productivity. 

46. Plan to offset job losses due to productivity increases, by creating new job opportunities and/or 
skills  
other 

47. Train employers to create truly equitable access to work opportunities. = > Run educational 
programmes for employers around disabilities and conditions to understand the value of a diverse 
workforce and what can be done to create roles for those with physical and mental challenges to 
participate in the economy  

48. Mandate mental health first aid training for employers 
49. identify mechanisms for civil society to become aware of bid leaders 
50. commissioning should make social action mandatory 
51. include “tell us about your social impact” and weight so it can make a difference 
52. NEETS  Tricky data – needs to be checked against birth rates 
53. Ensure everyone has a personalised journey through engagement, education, training and skills 
54. RNIB AND BSLC Would be interested in supporting a Civil Society forum for growth 
55. Develop a set of examples of disability integration for each sector 
56. Create focus on blind/visually impaired and other disabilities and conditions for the City of Culture 

and Commonwealth Games 
57. Don’t just consult on transport routes but also on the vehicles proposed 
58. Invest in wifi etc so there is more ability to be productive when out and about – ensure no black 

spots in connectivity rendering navigation aids useless – not just speed but also bandwith and 
strength 

59. Need realtime travel info including push notifications on eg platform updates 
60. Digital display on buses is inaccessible to some cohorts 
61. 50% of sight loss is avoidable – IMPROVE diagnostics and preventative treatment 
62. Identify mobility options to business parks 
63. Make sure there are sufficient entry level jobs as well as focussing on high value employment and 

higher level skills agenda 
64. Understand the huge need to raise awareness of employers about inclusion and the benefits of a 

diverse workforce. 
65. Set up Access to Employment / Inclusive Economy Innovation Zones with a 20 year investment and 

commitment to a longitudinal study on outcomes and impact 
66. Construct a 15 – 20 year programme to work with new parents and support ambition of both 

parents and their school age children in parallel to programmes working with children once at 
school and pre and post School leaving age.  (It is easiest to engage with parents when children are 
0 -2 and 2-5).  Set up the programme  with a  recognised Civil Society role as intermediary to act as 
a broker between employers and employees.   

67. Strengthen the WMCA commitment to Place - partly by giving /enabling role of local (anchor) orgs 
to foster this. 

68. WMCA needs structural/participatory funds that small orgs can engage with. 
69. WMCA should draw on the MiFriendlycities.co.uk initiative, creating innovate migrant friendly cities 

in the WM. 
70. Establish social prescribing 
71. Support infrastructure for co-op/social enterprise. Systematic way of supporting social enterprise. 

Not imposed as a regional structure. 
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72. Examine business case for Locking land value /uses into what is already in a place – whether about 
artists’ self-created cultural areas of indie retail. CLT type models of locking value in to community 
benefit. 

73. Identify how to make the ‘multipliers’ of strategic actions/priorities (eg high tech sector) really work 
for inclusion – not just assume it will trickle down 

74. Challenge WMCA data where it is flawed and out of date. 
75. Explore reasons for WMCA focus on high tech – who it serves, what parts of manufacturing are left 

behind. 
76. Challenge low pay economy 
77. Address productivity driver issues 
78. Work with housing providers who play a key role in connecting people to economic opportunities 
79. Appoint a local economy/inclusive growth broker role either a) for each priority sector or b) in all 

local authorities to coordinate across WM region 
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APPENDIX 9  CASE STUDIES  

Consultees suggested a range of case studies that illustrated: 

• Inclusive Economy approaches 
• Examples of projects with evidence of impact that could be replicated, expanded and extended 
• Examples of projects with place-based and/or thematic objectives and engagement 

The list is only the tip of the huge range of successful Civil Society and community-led initiatives and more 
examples should be forwarded to the WMCA Inclusive Growth Unit. 

Names of suggested projects are given below, with links to further information, where provided.  

More detailed information is given below where it has been forwarded by consultees – see the list for case 
studies marked * 

These case studies and other discussion points collected during the consultation have informed the Action 
Plan and examples of how the LIS could deliver on Inclusive Growth/Economics outcomes.  (See Executive 
Summary and Main Report) 

  NAME LOCATION 
1  Coventry City of Culture: https://coventry2012.co.uk/ Coventry 
2  Warwickshire Community and Voluntary Action 

https://www.wcava.org.uk/support 
Warwickshire 

3  Accelerate in Coventry, Community-led partnership project: 
https://www.accelerate.org.uk/ 

Coventry 
Warwickshire  

4  Coventry Job Shop, Coventry City Council service for people 
looking for work: 
http://www.coventry.gov.uk/info/153/employment_support/25
14/job_shop_services_for_people_looking_for_work/1 

Coventry  

5  Black Country MAKE, local community transforming heritage 
space with the tools of the future: 
http://www.blackcountrymake.it/ 

Wolverhampton 

6  Sandwell food power alliance; food poverty alliances receiving 
financial support from Food Power: 
https://www.sustainweb.org/foodpower/case_studies 

Sandwell 

7  The USE-IT! project - European UIA funded programme to 
maximise the local impact of the Greater Icknield Master Plan. 
Led by Birmingham City Council but with multiple partners: 
https://www.uia-initiative.eu/en/uia-cities/birmingham 

Birmingham  

8  Vennture, committed to working with vulnerable people:  
http://www.vennture.org.uk/ 

Hereford 

9  Aspire, home & community support for people with learning 
disabilities: https://aspireliving.org.uk/  

Hereford 

10 * Money First Aid Kit, fair financing, addressing the issues of 
financial exclusion: 
https://www.justfinancefoundation.org.uk/moneyfirstaidkit 

UK Wide 

11 * Cash Smart Credit Savvy (CSCS), intro to budgeting and saving: 
www.justfinancefoundation.org.uk/cscs 

UK Wide 

12 * Digital Money Coach, one-to-one support: Coventry 

https://www.uia-initiative.eu/en/uia-cities/birmingham
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https://www.coventrycitizensadvice.org.uk/ 
13 * Poverty Truth Commissions, grassroots voices + city shapers: 

https://www.wolvespovertytruth.org/ 
http://brumpovertytruth.org/about/ 

Wolverhampton 
Birmingham 
UK Wide 

14 * Lifesavers Schools CPD, financial education programme for 
primary schools: 
www.lifesavers.co.uk 

UK Wide 
Black Country 

15  Food Pantry – Wolverhampton Financial Inclusion Partnership Wolverhampton  
16  Loan shark pledge, charter to tackle illegal money lending:  

https://www.wolverhamptonhomes.org.uk/aboutus/news/1090
-wolverhampton-backs-charter-to-stop-loan-sharks 

Wolverhampton 

17  MiFriendlyCity, creating innovative, migrant-friendly cities in the 
WM: MiFriendlycities.co.uk  

West Midlands 

18  Credex, zero interest credit: https://credex.network West Midlands 
19  Accord LoCaL Homes, a not-for-profit advanced housing 

manufacturer, offering high quality, high performance, low 
carbon housing solutions across the UK, run on social enterprise 
principles: http://www.localhomes.co.uk/ 

Walsall 

20  £350m community housing fund with cross party backing,– 
residents developing it themselves.  

Coventry 
Warwickshire  

21  Central England / Midcounties cooperative societies:   
https://www.midcounties.coop/ 

Oxford, Swindon, 
Gloucester, West 
Midlands Co-ops 

22  Centre for Research into Ethnic Minority Enterprise, 
transforming perceptions of ethnic minority entrepreneurs:  
http://www.creme-dmu.org.uk/ 

Leicester 

23  High Life Centre, breaking barriers, improving lives, developing 
communities: http://www.thehighlife.org/ 

Coventry 

24  Coventry Independent Advice Service, charity offering free 
advice, information and support to residents: 
https://covadvice.org.uk/  

Coventry 

25  Talentmatch, supports young people in to employment and 
helps young entrepreneurs:  
https://www.talentmatchstaffs.org.uk/ 

Lichfield 
 

26  Grapevine, growing lives and communities: 
http://www.grapevinecovandwarks.org/   

Coventry  

27  School for Social Entrepreneurs, transforming communities and 
the lives of others: https://www.the-sse.org/ 

UK 

28  Learn Play Foundation, creative digital media company:  
https://learnplayfoundation.com/ 

Wolverhampton 

29  Ladder Apprenticeship Foundation, Vine Trust, building jobs in 
and around the West Midlands: 
http://www.thevinetrust.co.uk/prince-andrew-praises-ladder-
for-black-country.html 

Black Country 

30  Re-Gen social enterprise, a CIC start-up supporting unemployed 
& homeless people in to work through volunteering and then in 
to paid work. At this stage, earnings are then partially re-
directed to pay for people’s housing costs.   

Walsall 

31  Bristol - CSR finance put into a central pot for communities. Bristol 

https://www.wolvespovertytruth.org/
http://brumpovertytruth.org/about/
http://mifriendlycities.co.uk/
https://credex.network/
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32  An example of CSR is Nat West’s and Barclays’ business support 
for BME communities.  

National 

33  Green Games 2022, an example of civil society self-organising to 
add value to a high profile public sector investment. A number 
of subsequent events and meetings have continued to build the 
civil society offer. 

Birmingham 

34  Coventry, BCU, Wolverhampton Universities, working on social 
innovation and acting as anchor institutions, e.g. the Centre for 
Enterprise, Innovation and Growth (CEIG): 
https://www.bcu.ac.uk/business-school/research/centre-for-
enterprise-innovation-and-growth 

Coventry, Birmingham, 
Wolverhampton 

35  Smart Urban Innovator project, INLOGOV (Institute of Local 
Government Studies), research programme, advising local 
authorities:  
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/government-
society/departments/local-government-studies/index.aspx 

University of 
Birmingham 

36  Spring Housing, to prevent and reduce homelessness:   
https://springhousing.org.uk 

West Midlands 
Herefordshire 
Staffordshire 

37  Birmingham Business Charter for Social Responsibility, 
https://www.finditinbirmingham.com/upload/charter/charter%
20guidance.pdf 

Birmingham 

38 * Talk English, volunteers supporting people to learn English, 
access services and become involved in the community: 
https://www.fircroft.ac.uk/talk-english 

Birmingham 
National 

39 * Redditch Co-operative Homes, managing nearly 300 homes:  
https://www.rch.coop 

Redditch 

40 * The Preston Model, community wealth building: 
https://cles.org.uk/tag/the-preston-model/ 
https://www.preston.gov.uk/thecouncil/the-preston-
model/preston-model/ 

Preston 

41 * The Lucas Plan, shop stewards committee proposal of socially 
useful products in response to organisational re-structuring:   
http://lucasplan.org.uk/story-of-the-lucas-plan/ 

UK 

42 * Energy Capital, smart energy expertise and public ambition:   
https://www.energycapital.org.uk/ 

West Midlands 

43  Balsall Heath Community Land Trust. Birmingham 
44  @BrumHour - bringing the people of Birmingham together via 

Twitter. 
Birmingham 

45  Big Lottery Fund, Building Better Opportunities in the West 
Midlands: 
https://www.tnlcommunityfund.org.uk/funding/programmes/b
uilding-better-opportunities/black-country 

West Midlands 

46  FabLab Coventry, city centre digital resource, + work done as 
part of the Centre for Trust, Peace and Social Relations: 
http://www.covfablab.org.uk/ and 
https://www.coventry.ac.uk/research/areas-of-research/trust-
peace-social-relations/ 

Coventry 

47  Thrive Together Birmingham, committed to addressing issues 
related to poverty: https://thrivetogetherbham.org/ 

Birmingham  

https://www.fircroft.ac.uk/talk-english
https://cles.org.uk/tag/the-preston-model/
https://www.preston.gov.uk/thecouncil/the-preston-model/preston-model/
https://www.preston.gov.uk/thecouncil/the-preston-model/preston-model/
http://www.covfablab.org.uk/
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48  Coventry City of Health and Wellbeing, initiatives of mental 
health: http://www.coventry.gov.uk/healthandwellbeing  

Coventry 

49  The Local Enterprise Growth Initiative (LEGI) programme ran 
from 2006 to March 2011. It aimed to release the economic and 
productivity potential of the most deprived local areas in 
England through entrepreneurship and investment and thus 
boosting local incomes and employment opportunities to build 
sustainable communities: https://www.oecd-
ilibrary.org/industry-and-services/the-missing-entrepreneurs-
2014/united-kingdom-local-enterprise-growth-initiative-legi-
programme_9789264213593-41-en 

National  

50  Digbeth Social Enterprise area, providing an area that has 
become a hub for social enterprises, 
http://digbethsocentquarter.co.uk/  

Birmingham 

51  Old Print Works in Balsall Heath, space for creative industries, 
start-ups and skill-sharing: https://www.oldprintworks.org/ 

Birmingham 

52  Moseley Road Baths, heritage building supporting the 
community through swimming, volunteering and other 
activities: http://moseleyroadbaths.org.uk/ 

Birmingham  

53  Jericho Foundation, social enterprise training people from the 
local community to become skilled, fulfilled and employed: 
https://jericho.org.uk 

Birmingham  

54  Dudley Community Wealthbuilding: 
https://www.dudley.gov.uk/news/council-in-buy-local-pledge-
to-boost-borough-businesses/ 

Dudley 

55  LWM report on Social Care as a Local Economic Solution in the 
West Midlands. 

West Midlands  

56  Energiesprong UK, the mission of Energiesprong UK is to scale 
their approach in the UK market. The Energiesprong standard 
focuses on creating desirable homes that people love to live in. 
Because an Energiesprong retrofit (or new build) has the very 
best energy standard available, it uses the money that would 
normally be paid on energy bills and maintenance to pay for the 
works: https://www.energiesprong.uk  

UK 

57  TfWM Youth Promise Plus:   
https://www.tfwm.org.uk/delivery/sustainable-travel/ 

West Midlands 

58  TfWM Smarter Choices:   
https://www.tfwm.org.uk/delivery/sustainable-travel/ 

West Midlands 

59  TfWM https://www.tfwm.org.uk/media/2713/west-midlands-
cycling-design-guidance.pdf 

West Midlands 

60  Action for Blind People, part of RNIB, challenged a National 
Express West Midlands Director and drivers to experience the 
bus network in their shoes: https://nxbus.co.uk/west-
midlands/news/bus-drivers-see-vehicles-as-never-before 

West Midlands 

61  Black Country Garden City – turning garden city thinking on its 
head by setting a vision for high quality new build in urban areas 
and raising awareness of developers of how to add value to 
their development proposals: 
https://www.blackcountrylep.co.uk/regional-growth/black-
country-garden-city/ 

Black Country  

https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/industry-and-services/the-missing-entrepreneurs-2014/united-kingdom-local-enterprise-growth-initiative-legi-programme_9789264213593-41-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/industry-and-services/the-missing-entrepreneurs-2014/united-kingdom-local-enterprise-growth-initiative-legi-programme_9789264213593-41-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/industry-and-services/the-missing-entrepreneurs-2014/united-kingdom-local-enterprise-growth-initiative-legi-programme_9789264213593-41-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/industry-and-services/the-missing-entrepreneurs-2014/united-kingdom-local-enterprise-growth-initiative-legi-programme_9789264213593-41-en
https://neweconomics.org/uploads/files/West-Midlands-Social-Care-report.pdf
https://neweconomics.org/uploads/files/West-Midlands-Social-Care-report.pdf
http://www.energiesprong.uk/
https://nxbus.co.uk/west-midlands/news/bus-drivers-see-vehicles-as-never-before
https://nxbus.co.uk/west-midlands/news/bus-drivers-see-vehicles-as-never-before
https://www.blackcountrylep.co.uk/regional-growth/black-country-garden-city/
https://www.blackcountrylep.co.uk/regional-growth/black-country-garden-city/
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62  Birmingham Green Living Spaces Plan 2013, seven new 
principles across the planning framework linking cross-over 
agendas of climate change, health and spatial planning. The 
whole document was embedded in an Ecosystem Services: 
https://www.birmingham.gov.uk/greenlivingspaces 

Birmingham 

63  HS2 biodiversity – no net loss. HS2 Ltd's Environmental 
Statement declares that, "Overall, … the project is seeking to 
achieve no net loss in biodiversity at the route-wide level".[10] 
This reflects the National Planning Policy Framework: 
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201314/cmselect/cme
nvaud/1076/107605.htm#note10 

National 

64  WMCA Environment Board Natural Capital Plan, integrating the 
environment in to decision-making: 
https://www.sustainabilitywestmidlands.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/Natural-Capital-Plan-Opportunities-for-
WMCA-July17.pdf 

West Midlands 

65  Urban infrastructure is a multifaceted concept that goes beyond 
a set of engineered facilities, utilities, and systems. It is equally a 
place for local and global governance, intertwining issues of  
economic growth, climate change, and municipal waste and 
therefore can have sustainability at its heart: 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S092134491
6301914 

National  

66  Birmingham Mini Stern report on the need to reform the West 
Midlands energy system and the financial opportunities this 
would bring: 
https://www.sustainabilitywestmidlands.org.uk/resources/the-
economics-of-low-carbon-cities-a-mini-stern-review-for-
birmingham-and-the-wider-urban-region/ 

West Midlands  

    

 

 

 

  

https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201314/cmselect/cmenvaud/1076/107605.htm#note10
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201314/cmselect/cmenvaud/1076/107605.htm#note10
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201314/cmselect/cmenvaud/1076/107605.htm#note10
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0921344916301914
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0921344916301914
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NO 12 - DIGITAL MONEY COACH 
 

LOCATION Coventry   
WEBSITE https://www.coventrycitizensadvice.org.uk/ 
TOPICS / KEY WORDS Digital Inclusion, Confidence-building, Finance, Digital Skills 

 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION Funded by Coventry Building Society since 2016, this programme 
provides one-to-one digital support to clients who need help to build 
their confidence and understanding of using computers in their everyday 
life to manage their bills, apply for benefits or access services and 
accounts. 

PROJECT OBJECTIVES Client empowerment: development of digital confidence and digital skills 
to improve their financial capability and encourage individuals to be able 
to complete further online tasks themselves in the future. 

KEY PARTNERS Coventry Building Society 
WHAT LESSONS LEARNT 
HAVE INFORMED THIS 
PROJECT 

Confidence with completing tasks online has been a prominent barrier for 
individuals. Smartphones and tablets make access to the internet more 
easily available, but there is still concern or hesitation to do things online 
without support from someone with the ‘experience’ or ‘know-how’. 

RESULTS To date 710 sessions have been held with 606 unique individuals 
throughout Coventry. 

IMPACTS £1,427,769.16 in financial gains achieved through new or increased 
welfare benefits, trust funds and discretionary grants, or switching bills 
and making savings. 70% of individuals reported an increase in their 
digital ability following the session, 71% said they felt more confident to 
deal with things online, 68% reported an increased in financial confidence 
and 60% stated they would use the internet more frequently following 
this support. 

WHAT WENT WELL Diversity of those supported – included: from carers; students; full time 
workers; those with long term health conditions; people aged between 
18 and 84 years old; and from 41 different nationalities. As well as 
diversity, there was flexibility of support requested from simple tasks 
such as creating email accounts, to completing benefit applications. 

WHAT NEEDED TO BE 
IMPROVED 

Encourage empowerment and confidence-building with all clients seen 
and provide further support and engagement for those where it was 
required. 

WHAT COULD BE DONE 
DIFFERENTLY 

Greater tie-ins with other projects and services to ensure all clients 
receive opportunity to develop digital skills, for example all those that 
receive debt advice are offered opportunity for Digital sessions to find 
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out about budgeting tools, benefit calculators and switching services to 
help them manage their finances long-term following money advice. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO 
OTHERS DOING SIMILAR 
PROJECTS 

The digital world is constantly changing with new services, applications 
and options becoming available, but for many individuals there is a lack of 
knowledge or skills even with computer basics. This should be a 
consideration for Digital projects, as well as a focus or awareness of 
specific online tasks such as welfare benefits. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
FUTURE PROJECTS 

With welfare changes and other developments making it a difficult 
environment for many individuals and increasing demand for advice 
services, and with a difficult non-profit sector for charities to operate 
within to try and meet this demand, greater empowerment of clients and 
encouragement of self-help should be a key aspect for future projects. 
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NO 10 – MONEY FIRST AID KIT 
 

LOCATION UK wide   
WEBSITE www.justfinancefoundation.org.uk/moneyfirstaidkit/ 
TOPICS / KEY WORDS Money, Finance, Debt, Credit & Loans, Universal Credit, Savings 

 

 

 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION Money First Aid Kit – Just Finance Foundation 
PROJECT OBJECTIVES Helping people feel more comfortable talking about money: one of the 

greatest anxieties for adults facing debt and money problems is not talking 
about them. High cost loans and the constant tide of demands on a person’s 
money, means a small money problem can rapidly become a big one if they 
don’t seek help. This project aims to reduce stigma and anxiety. 

KEY PARTNERS Just Finance Black Country, Just Finance Tyne to Tweed, All Churches Trust   
WHAT LESSONS 
LEARNT HAVE 
INFORMED THIS 
PROJECT 

It is common that people grapple with money problems for months or even 
years before they ask for outside help. As research has shown with other 
resources such as foodbanks, advice services are often approached only as a 
last resort. A sense of personal failure and shame are incredibly powerful 
forces. 

RESULTS However, with a relational approach, we are working to change this by making 
talking about money a norm. We are training concerned individuals to spot 
problems early and introduce alternatives. We aim to stimulate a healthy and 
sustainable shift in the climate around money. 

IMPACTS Only launched in Autumn 2018. 
WHAT WENT WELL Only launched in Autumn 2018. 
WHAT NEEDED TO BE 
IMPROVED 

Great resource. 
Needs more promotion and publicity. 

WHAT COULD BE DONE 
DIFFERENTLY 

As above. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
TO OTHERS DOING 
SIMILAR PROJECTS 

Adding in more local and national partners. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FUTURE PROJECTS 

As above. 
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NO 13 - WOLVERHAMPTON POVERTY TRUTH 
 

LOCATION Wolverhampton, 
but part of a UK 
wide movement 

  

WEBSITE www.wolvespovertytruth.org/ 
TOPICS / KEY WORDS Poverty, Experts by Experience, Partnerships, City Shapers, Civic / Business 

Leaders, Grassroots Voices  

 

 

 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION Wolverhampton Poverty Truth 
PROJECT OBJECTIVES Creating spaces for people to talk about experiences of poverty. 

Wolverhampton Poverty Truth started with a question: ‘What if people who 
have directly experienced poverty were involved in making the decisions 
about how to tackle poverty in Wolverhampton?’ 
 
Working closely with other Poverty Truth Commissions across the UK, 
Transforming Communities Together brought together a group of people with 
experience of poverty and hardship (Grassroots Voices) with some of 
Wolverhampton's civic and business leaders - the City Shapers. 
 
The Grassroots and City Shaper groups worked TOGETHER to investigate three 
poverty topics in detail and worked TOGETHER to form solutions, which they 
presented at our Showcase Event in June 2018. 

KEY PARTNERS Wolverhampton Residents, City of Wolverhampton Council, University of 
Wolverhampton, Citizens Advice Wolverhampton, Black Country Chamber of 
Commerce, Diocese of Lichfield, Wolverhampton College, First City, 
Wolverhampton Voluntary Sector Council, Revolver Coffee, Refugee Migrant 
Centre. 

WHAT LESSONS 
LEARNT HAVE 
INFORMED THIS 
PROJECT 

Many, but the outstanding one is that people with direct experience must be 
involved in the solutions – “Nothing about us, without us, is for us”. 

RESULTS Ongoing. City of Wolverhampton Council in particular, have started to build 
on the recommendations in the report - 
https://www.wolvespovertytruth.org/showcase 

IMPACTS City of Wolverhampton Council recently signed up to the Time to Change 
Mental Health Pledge saying: 
“The signing of the pledge by the council was a key recommendation of the 
Wolverhampton Poverty Truth Commission, a grassroots movement working 
with civic and business leaders to improve the lives of others”. 
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http://www.wolverhampton.gov.uk/article/13596/Council-takes-pledge-to-
end-mental-health-discrimination 

WHAT WENT WELL Feedback from participants was very positive e.g. “Wolverhampton Poverty 
Truth has been a genuinely inspirational project bringing local residents and 
service users together with decision makers to try and change the way we 
support those who are facing the awful issues surrounding poverty.” Corin 
Crane – CEO of Black Country Chamber of Commerce. 

WHAT NEEDED TO BE 
IMPROVED 

Communication and involvement of more residents. 

WHAT COULD BE DONE 
DIFFERENTLY 

As above. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
TO OTHERS DOING 
SIMILAR PROJECTS 

Vital to move slowly and build relationships. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FUTURE PROJECTS 

People with direct experience of poverty must be involved in the solutions. 
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NO 11 - CASH SMART CREDIT SAVVY – TRAINING THE TRAINERS 
 

LOCATION Walsall   
WEBSITE https://www.justfinancefoundation.org.uk/cscs 
TOPICS / KEY WORDS Budgeting, Money, Finance, Debt, Credit & Loans, Universal Credit, Savings 

 

 

PROJECT  
NAME 

Cash Smart Credit Savvy (CSCS) - training the trainers. 

PROJECT 
OBJECTIVES 

There are 5 CSCS modules: 
1. Savvy Spending: The importance of shopping around to make your money go further. 
2. Building a budget: Having a clear idea of what a budget is and how to make one that 
works for you. 
3. Credit and Loans: Understanding credit and making informed choices. 
4. Saving: Exploring how saving even small amounts of money is vital to financial resilience 
and wellbeing. 
5. Debt: Knowing when there is a debt problem and where to go to access free 
professional debt advice. 

KEY 
PARTNERS 

In the Black Country the key partners who have trained on CSCS are Big Issue Foundation, 
Blue Coat Academy, Dudley Council, YMCA Black Country, Merridale Primary School, St 
Chad & St Mark's CE, Severnside Housing (Staffordshire). We also have an ongoing 
partnership with whg (one of the Midlands' leading providers of high-quality homes). 

WHAT 
LESSONS 
LEARNT 
HAVE 
INFORMED 
THIS 
PROJECT 

CSCS has been independently evaluated and the full report can be accessed here - 
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a744d498a02c74f9f04c01f/t/5b6041a22b6a28ea
73d03b6a/1533034919364/3+CSCS+Final+report+JG+v3_FINAL+VERSION.pdf 
Ensuring flexibility of how to deliver training (e.g. enabling one-to-one sessions as well as 
group). Ensuring quality and adaptability of course materials. 

RESULTS 73% of people share the knowledge they have learned. 
IMPACTS See report. 
WHAT 
WENT 
WELL 

Some comments from trainees - 
'This will enable me to help families that I work with who encounter debt'. 
'I can share what I have learned with parents in my school'. 
'I will share with friends and people who come to church'. 
'I plan to deliver the workshops to people in my organisation'. 

WHAT 
NEEDED TO 
BE 
IMPROVED 

The next phase of the course will be to deliver CSCS over three modules in two-hour 
sessions directly to people who can put learning into practice - primarily whg (formerly 
Walsall Housing Group) customers. 

WHAT 
COULD BE 
DONE 

Focus on comprehensive guidance for those delivering the course. 
Focus on the trust established by the trainer and those following the course. 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a744d498a02c74f9f04c01f/t/5b6041a22b6a28ea73d03b6a/1533034919364/3+CSCS+Final+report+JG+v3_FINAL+VERSION.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a744d498a02c74f9f04c01f/t/5b6041a22b6a28ea73d03b6a/1533034919364/3+CSCS+Final+report+JG+v3_FINAL+VERSION.pdf
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DIFFERENT
LY 
RECOMME
NDATIONS 
TO OTHERS 
DOING 
SIMILAR 
PROJECTS 

Ensure training materials reflect and represent course participants. 

RECOMME
NDATIONS 
FOR 
FUTURE 
PROJECTS 

Importance of developing and maintaining robust community relationships. 
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NO 14 - LIFESAVERS CPD SESSIONS 
 

 

  

LOCATION In multiple areas 
of England, 
including the 
Black Country 

  

WEBSITE https://www.lifesavers.co.uk/ 
TOPICS / KEY WORDS Primary Schools, Financial Education, Classroom Resources 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION LifeSavers CPD - initial training for primary school teachers.  LifeSavers offers a 
comprehensive set of classroom, assembly and parent engagement resources 
that help develop a whole school approach to financial education. 

PROJECT OBJECTIVES • Introduce the LifeSavers 5 Big Questions about Money classroom resources 
and the Values for LifeSavers collective worship resources, and suggest how 
these can contribute to financial education 
• Encourage the idea of running a school savings club and how this can be 
successfully linked to classroom learning 
• Show examples of good practice from schools who have previously engaged 
with the programme 
• Explore how financial education can provide opportunities to engage with 
parents, carers and the wider community 
• Signpost to further support and guidance available 

KEY PARTNERS Wolverhampton Local Education Authority, Diocese of Lichfield, Diocese of 
Worcester  

WHAT LESSONS 
LEARNT HAVE 
INFORMED THIS 
PROJECT 

A full evaluation report on the national programme is available here - 
https://www.lifesavers.co.uk/news/lifesavers-evaluation-2018   

RESULTS 40 teachers attended the Wolverhampton CPD in September 2018. 
IMPACTS Follow up scheduled for January 2019. 
WHAT WENT WELL Feedback from trainees was very positive. 
WHAT NEEDED TO BE 
IMPROVED 

Programme for schools wishing to set up savings clubs. 

WHAT COULD BE DONE 
DIFFERENTLY 

As above. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
TO OTHERS DOING 
SIMILAR PROJECTS 

Working in partnership with local organisations who are delivering financial 
inclusion programmes, LEAs, diocesan education teams can be a huge bonus. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FUTURE PROJECTS 

Plans are underway to deliver similar CPDs in other Black Country areas in 
2019, with updates on how to establish savings clubs based on the pilot. 
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NO 38 - TALK ENGLISH PROJECT BIRMINGHAM – ‘SMALL PROJECT WITH A MIGHTY IMPACT’ 
 

LOCATION Birmingham   
WEBSITE https://www.fircroft.ac.uk/talk-english 
TOPICS / KEY WORDS Adult Education, English Language Skills, Volunteer-led, Community-

focused, Partnership Working, Local  

 

 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION Fircroft College of Adult Education was awarded funding to deliver Talk 
English in 2017 – 2018, an award-winning project in the UK aimed to 
develop the English language skills of those whose level to date was low. 
Funded by the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government 
(MHCLG) Talk English is a volunteer-led and community-focused project 
that offers free English lessons for speakers of other languages (ESOL) at 
Beginner level (Pre Entry/Entry 1) for within the local area.  
 
Courses are based across the Birmingham area including Handsworth, 
Hockley, Digbeth, Smallheath, Smethwick, Smallheath and Ladywood, 
making learning more accessible to individuals and communities. 

PROJECT OBJECTIVES To support engagement of Beginner level (Pre Entry/Entry 1) for people 
with little to no levels of English within the local area.  

KEY PARTNERS Fircroft College and MHCLG; some of the local community organisations 
we currently working with delivering this great learning opportunity 
include: Suited for Success, Nishkam Civic Association, Piers Road New 
Communities Association Centre Birmingham Vineyard Church, Bolden 
Ltd, Refugee Action, Spring Housing Ltd, Rise, Black Country Women’s 
Aid, Meena Centre and Muath Trust. 

WHAT LESSONS LEARNT 
HAVE INFORMED THIS 
PROJECT 

Working in the community is pivotal to the Talk English Project. Learning 
must be accessible if you want to engage with learners who are hard to 
reach. There is a huge demand to gain teaching experience in 
Birmingham which has been demonstrated in consistently high volunteer 
numbers. 

RESULTS Nearly 300 learners since September 2017 to present.  
20 courses running with new courses planned for 2019.  
40 volunteers.  
Learners from nearly 25 different countries. 

IMPACTS Learners have improved confidence in their English language skills, 
moving on to further education or gaining volunteering placements. The 
key impact for learners is confidence: many of whom we work with have 

https://www.fircroft.ac.uk/talk-english
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low confidence, face social isolation, are unemployed and are based in 
new communities 
 
Volunteers have gained confidence and teaching experience with many of 
them moving into further education and training or securing 
employment. 

WHAT WENT WELL Upskilling of volunteers. 
Partnership building with local community organisations.  

WHAT NEEDED TO BE 
IMPROVED 

Connectivity – this is a small-scale project which can be up-scaled 
relatively easily but needs to be aligned to existing services so it can reach 
those who are in need of English language support and for a more 
progressive and holistic approach.  

WHAT COULD BE DONE 
DIFFERENTLY 

As above. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO 
OTHERS DOING SIMILAR 
PROJECTS 

Collaboration is key and local focus is essential.  

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
FUTURE PROJECTS 

As above. 
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NO 39 - REDDITCH CO-OPERATIVE HOMES 
 

LOCATION Various sites in 
Redditch 

  

WEBSITE www.rch.coop 
TOPICS / KEY WORDS Housing Co-operative, New Build, Partnerships, Affordable Homes, Local 

Accountability, Empowering Communities  

 

 

 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION New build development schemes for housing co-operatives are now a 
rarity in England, but not in the West Midlands Borough of Redditch. One 
of the region’s largest housing association groups has been promoting co-
operative housing development here for the past fifteen years, through 
one of its subsidiaries, Redditch Co-operative Homes (RCH).  
 
"The Accord Group has 13,000 homes across the West Midlands and a key 
part of our role has always been to promote, develop and support 
independent housing co-operatives, through two of our subsidiaries. Our 
on-going investment in co-operative housing development in Redditch 
has been one of our big success stories. We would like to see other 
housing associations following our lead in offering communities a real 
opportunity to provide and manage their own homes” 
 
Chris Handy, Chief Executive, Accord Group 
 
The story behind Redditch Co-operative Homes is one of successful 
partnership between a local authority and a major housing association – 
not just to provide affordable homes, but to do so in a way that 
maximised local accountability and control. 

PROJECT OBJECTIVES Empowering communities, 
Maintaining the local economy by circulating money and using local 
contractors. 
Community control, community confidence building. 
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KEY PARTNERS 5 Neighbourhood Co-operatives, Accord HA, Redditch Borough Council. 

WHAT LESSONS LEARNT 
HAVE INFORMED THIS 
PROJECT 

The Council’s on-going support for co-operatives in general and RCH in 
particular has provided the platform for a significant investment in this 
form of community-led development and on a scale which is hard to find 
elsewhere in England. 
 
“The Borough Council strongly supports housing co-ops and Redditch Co-
operative Homes is one of our preferred development partners. We were 
the driving force behind the establishment of RCH because we wanted a 
locally-based organisation that could deliver sustainable communities; 
community-led and local are both very important for this Council. 
 
“Our experience with Redditch Co-operative Homes and Accord Group 
has been very positive – they are excellent partners. Although the 
requirement for tenants to take an active role in their co-ops can be 
problematic for some people, overall the co-op way has proved to be 
extremely popular. It’s a definite plus-point for the Borough. 

RESULTS RCH manages around 700 homes in Redditch through 5 Co-operatives. 
The Co-operatives demonstrate top quartile performance in almost all 
performance indicators with void turnaround of under 5 days and average 
repair times of under an hour for emergencies and under a week for 
routine work. 

IMPACTS 700 households rely on RCH for their homes and 23 people in the town 
are employed (directly or indirectly) to provide services to the Co-
operatives. Materials for repairs are purchased from a local Co-operative 
hardware store; all contractors used are small local contractors based in 
Redditch. 

WHAT WENT WELL Excellent services are provided, accountable to the service users, with 
training and support for residents to manage the community enterprises. 

WHAT NEEDED TO BE 
IMPROVED 

Access to land remains an issue for RCH with land prices making it harder 
to develop more affordable housing in the town. 

WHAT COULD BE DONE 
DIFFERENTLY 

We have evolved and tweaked how we deliver housing over the years; we 
would look to provide accredited training in the future. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO 
OTHERS DOING SIMILAR 
PROJECTS 

To successfully develop housing co-operatives you need land, people and 
money. The people are the easy bit. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
FUTURE PROJECTS 

Come and visit RCH and learn from our experience with the Community 
Housing Fund currently available; there has never been a better time to 
develop Housing Co-operatives. 

 

 

NO 40 - PRESTON CITY COUNCIL – THE PRESTON MODEL 
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LOCATION PRESTON   
WEBSITE https://cles.org.uk/tag/the-preston-model/ 

https://www.preston.gov.uk/thecouncil/the-preston-model/preston-
model/ 

TOPICS / KEY WORDS Preston, Community Wealth Building, Progressive Procurement 

 

 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION The city of Preston needed a new economic approach when a major 
developer pulled out of development plans, so Preston pursued a vision to 
re-imagine the way in which economic development could be achieved. By 
drawing on learning from local wealth building activities taking place in 
the UK and beyond, Preston decided to challenge ‘trickledown economics’ 
and instead harness the potential of its existing wealth within local public 
bodies, or anchor institutions.  

PROJECT OBJECTIVES The Centre for Local Economic Strategies (CLES), which was already 
developing local wealth building and progressive procurement strategies 
with UK cities, was invited to work collaboratively with Preston to explore 
options for its local economy based on these models. The challenge for 
CLES was to address the diverse challenges facing Preston.  

KEY PARTNERS Partners included Preston City Council, CLES, University of Central 
Lancashire, Lancashire County Council, Preston’s College, Cardinal 
Newman College, Lancashire Constabulary, Community Gateway 
Association. 

WHAT LESSONS LEARNT 
HAVE INFORMED THIS 
PROJECT 

Community wealth building offers an opportunity for local people to take 
back control, to ensure that: the benefits of local growth are invested in 
their local areas; are used to support investment in productive economic 
activities; and that people and their local institutions can work together on 
an agenda of shared benefit. 

RESULTS Wealthier local economy – the public services now spend £74 million 
more in Preston than they did in 2013; and £200 million more is spent in 
wider Lancashire. In 2012 anchor institutions spent 5% in Preston, now it’s 
18%. 

IMPACTS More democratic economy – anchor institutions have a greater affinity to 
the local economy and its residents. 
Positive behaviour change of both strategists and procurement 
practitioners. 

https://cles.org.uk/tag/the-preston-model/
https://www.preston.gov.uk/thecouncil/the-preston-model/preston-model/
https://www.preston.gov.uk/thecouncil/the-preston-model/preston-model/
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Put Preston on the map – as a place of progressive local economic 
development. Preston is at the forefront of local wealth building work in a 
UK and European context. 

WHAT WENT WELL Methodology innovations – a new way of measuring spend and shaping 
the development of business and cooperatives in the local economy has 
been developed. 

WHAT NEEDED TO BE 
IMPROVED 

Refer to CLES for further information: https://cles.org.uk/the-preston-
model/ 

WHAT COULD BE DONE 
DIFFERENTLY 

As above. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO 
OTHERS DOING SIMILAR 
PROJECTS 

Develop ambitious procurement strategies, including jointly with each 
other across regions where possible, and form alliances with anchor 
institutions, to use collective procurement powers to the full to gain the 
maximum social value from suppliers, wherever they are located.  Housing 
deal funding to be invested could be focussed on small to medium sized 
builders who are well placed to develop smaller and more difficult sites 
given grant incentives.  This approach was recommended in the Housing 
White Paper in 2017 and would deliver significant social value.   

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
FUTURE PROJECTS 

Make use of knowledge of Community Wealth Building initiatives globally 
(e.g. in Cleveland in the US and Mondragon in the Basque Country) as well 
as nationally to find a to find a unique solution for the given location. 
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NO 41 - THE LUCAS PLAN 
 

LOCATION UK   
WEBSITE http://lucasplan.org.uk/story-of-the-lucas-plan/ 
TOPICS / KEY WORDS Diversification, Local Workforce Expertise 

 

 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION In 1976, following an announcement by Lucas Aerospace about the 
need to restructure, the Lucas Aerospace Combine Shop Stewards 
Committee produced an Alternative Corporate Plan for the company 
that advocated the production of social useful products.  

PROJECT OBJECTIVES The Combine circulated questionnaires to the workforce requesting 
product suggestions which answered a social need and could be 
produced using the workforce’s existing skills and plant technology. 
Emphasis was also to be put on the way the products were to be 
made, making sure that workers were not to be deskilled in the 
process of producing them. 

KEY PARTNERS Workforce coming together. 
WHAT LESSONS LEARNT 
HAVE INFORMED THIS 
PROJECT 

This case study graphically illustrates the potential economic and 
social value that was lost by pursuing a business as usual approach 
in the face of clear need to diversify and the critical role the 
workforce could have played in reshaping the company to enjoy a 
prosperous and socially valuable future. 

RESULTS A missed opportunity in terms of the workforce’s innovative 
suggestions not being taken up.  

IMPACTS The fundamental significance of flexibility and being open to 
diversification.  

WHAT WENT WELL The volume of product ideas put forward by the workforce, the sense 
of ownership and initiative that were demonstrated. 

WHAT NEEDED TO BE 
IMPROVED 

Management openness to listening to the workforce.  

WHAT COULD BE DONE 
DIFFERENTLY 

As above. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO 
OTHERS DOING SIMILAR 
PROJECTS 

Listen to local expertise – the workforce on the ground.  

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
FUTURE PROJECTS 

As above. 

 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/o2sqxvhams2ywup/Lucas-Plan-53pp-alternative%20corporate%20plan.pdf?dl=0
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NO 42 - ENERGY CAPITAL 
 

LOCATION West Midlands    
WEBSITE https://www.energycapital.org.uk 
TOPICS / KEY WORDS Smart Energy Innovation, Clean Energy Technology, Energy System 

Transformation 

 

 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION Energy Capital aims to make the West Midlands one of the most 
attractive locations to develop and build innovative clean energy 
technology companies in the world, through a partnership to drive 
energy systems innovation and market development - to create 
economic benefits, upskilling, cleaner air and climate change solutions. 

PROJECT OBJECTIVES Energy Capital has two complementary objectives: To ensure the 
vibrant and growing economy of the West Midlands is supported by a 
competitive, flexible and secure modern energy system providing low 
cost, clean and efficient power to its industries and people. 

KEY PARTNERS WMCA stakeholders. 
WHAT LESSONS 
LEARNT HAVE 
INFORMED THIS 
PROJECT 

Project currently in progress. 

RESULTS As above. 
IMPACTS As above. 
WHAT WENT WELL As above. 
WHAT NEEDED TO BE 
IMPROVED 

As above. 

WHAT COULD BE DONE 
DIFFERENTLY 

As above. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
TO OTHERS DOING 
SIMILAR PROJECTS 

A similar approach to that of Energy Capital could be taken in any 
economic sector to progress inclusive prosperity: bringing partners 
together, agreeing the benefits that are sought from working together 
and a strategy to achieve these, focusing on creating the systems to 
make this work rather than just individual businesses; leveraging funds 
to drive innovation through partnerships, creating skills programmes to 
help deliver this with local employment benefits.  All of this being to 
deliver social, environmental and economic value. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FUTURE PROJECTS 

Fundamental to the Energy Capital mission is to deliver outcomes and 
to achieve the objectives through supporting a whole system change. 
The possibility of systemic change could be considered by any 
organisation where a desire and need to diverge from ‘business as 
usual’ is recognised.  
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APPENDIX 10 – EXCERPTS FROM ANALYSIS OF WMCA ECONOMIC STRATEGY RICHARD 
HATCHER 

https://birminghamagainstthecuts.wordpress.com/2018/03/14/the-west-midlands-economy-why-we-
need-an-inclusive-economic-strategy/   

THIS IS WHY WE NEED AN INCLUSIVE ECONOMIC POLICY 

Let me begin with some facts that demonstrate why we need an inclusive economic strategy in the West 
Midlands. 

• Just under 600,000 people are income deprived 
• Three in ten children are growing up in poverty 
• The employment rate (65%) is below the English average (74%) 
• One in five working families rely on in-work tax credits to top up their low pay, substantially higher 

than the average for England of one in seven 
• Gross Weekly Pay for male full-time workers is £558.3, for female full-time workers it’s £440.5. 
• Employment among people from ethnic minority backgrounds is 54%, compared to 64% in England 

But if you look at the key policy documents of the WMCA such as the Strategic Economic Plan and the 
Mayor’s manifesto, these issues of inequality are absent or at best marginal. The SEP for example doesn’t 
even mention of issues of gender or race at all. So the WMCA has no inclusive economic strategy to tackle 
inequality. The reason is that the WMCA is dominated by business interests, its overriding aim is economic 
growth through higher productivity, and policy is decided by an alliance of local business leaders and elite 
local politicians, with no democratic participation in policy-making. 

A CHANGE OF POLICY BY THE WMCA, OR JUST SUGAR-COATING THE NEOLIBERAL AGENDA? 

At the WMCA Board meeting on January 12 this year a new policy document was launched, ‘The Cohesion 
and Integration Portfolio’. [3] This for the first time does recognise the deep inequalities in the West 
Midlands. “Evidence shows stark differences between the ability of different groups to benefit from the 
economic performance of the region” and tackling this, it says, is a priority for the WMCA to address. This 
new WMCA document doesn’t contain a strategic plan for inclusive growth. That is to be developed by a 
new Inclusive Growth Unit and the commissioning of a “blueprint” for “sharing economic growth”. 

MEASURE ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE BY SOCIAL VALUE, NOT JUST GVA 

An inclusive economic policy would require the WMCA to change how it measures economic performance. 
At present it is largely through two measures, GVA – Gross Value Added – and jobs. The dominant one is 
GVA, which measures income generated in relation to costs. In short, it’s a measure of profitability. That’s 
what drives investment decisions, which means focusing on where the short-term profits are and 
neglecting large areas of the economy where profitability is low or relies on cheap labour rather than 
investment. 

We need to measure economic performance on the basis of the social value it produces, not just GVA. 
Central is the impact on inequalities. 

The TUC report Can devolution generate inclusive growth in the West Midlands? (2017) calls for a “Quality 
GVA” metric for social value, including job quality (e.g security, types of contracts); how skills are used – 
they are often under-used; and worker voice (e.g. collective bargaining coverage, worker representation on 

https://birminghamagainstthecuts.wordpress.com/2018/03/14/the-west-midlands-economy-why-we-need-an-inclusive-economic-strategy/
https://birminghamagainstthecuts.wordpress.com/2018/03/14/the-west-midlands-economy-why-we-need-an-inclusive-economic-strategy/
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boards). We also need to add measures of environmental sustainability and the green economy – which 
may require de-growth in some areas, for example the use of fossil fuels or creation of pollution. 

THE WMCA’S ECONOMIC STRATEGY FOCUSES ONLY ON HIGH-TECH PRIORITIES 

What is the WMCA’s economic strategy at present? What are its priorities? It is based on seven 
“Transformational Sectors”: 

• Advanced manufacturing and engineering; 
• Business, professional and financial services; 
• Construction (building technologies); 
• Digital and creative; 
• Lifesciences and health care; 
• Logistics and transport technologies (including automotive industries) 
• Low carbon and environmental technologies 

This is in line with the Government’s Industrial Strategy white paper published in November 2017. This 
focuses on investment in research and development in advanced technology. The problem is that the 
WMCA’s priority sectors only employ a minority of the workers in the WM. Here are the latest figures, 
from The Resolution Foundation report Midlands engine trouble: The challenges facing the West Midlands 
Combined Authority, published in December 2016. (These are more recent figures than the WMCA uses, 
though the categories are different.) 

Public admin, education & health 30.7% 
Distribution, hotels & restaurants 18.1% 
Banking, finance and insurance 14.3% 
Manufacturing 13.0% 
Transport & comms 8.7% 
Other services 6.4% 
Construction 6.4% 

 

Larger shares of the WMCA’s workforce are employed in public administration, education and health (31 
per cent), distribution, hotels and restaurants (18 per cent) and banking, finance and insurance (14 per 
cent) than in manufacturing (13%). ‘Public admin, education & health’ and ‘Distribution, hotels & 
restaurants’ together account for almost half – 48.8% – of jobs in the West Midlands, and nearly four times 
as many as ‘Manufacturing’ (13%). The WMCA claims that by 2030 over four times as many jobs will be 
created in ‘Retail’ (83,000) as in ‘Advanced Manufacturing and Engineering’ (20,000). 

Note also that many of the jobs in the sectors which are not regarded as “Transformational” and not a 
priority for the WMCA – sectors such as ‘Public admin, education & health’ and ‘Distribution, hotels & 
restaurants’, including retail –  are relatively low-paid, often – though not always – low-skill, and 
predominantly female. Take for example, adult social care. In the West Midlands in 2015/16: 

• 165,000 care workers in WM (compared to 184,000 in Advanced Manufacturing and Engineering in 
2013) 

• 77% are employed by the independent sector; 7.5% directly by local authorities; 7% in the NHS, and 
8% through ‘direct payment.’ 

• The West Midlands will need an extra 25,000 workers by 2025 
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(Social care as a local economic solution for the West Midlands, Localise West Midlands, New Economics 
Foundation, August 2017) 

Of course there are plenty of low-paid low-skill jobs in manufacturing too. For example, according to the 
latest WMCA figures, in the manufacturing sector (excluding automotive) ‘The majority of high GVA 
businesses are Food Producers’. The top company by GVA is Boparan Holdings. Its 2 Sisters Food Group, 
based in West Bromwich, is the second largest food business by turnover in the UK, employing 23,000 
workers, most on minimum wages. Its factories – one is in West Bromwich – produce a third of all poultry 
products eaten in the UK. The 2 Sisters Food Group reported annual revenues of £3.1bn in 2016. Boparan 
is currently under investigation by the Food Standards Agency after an undercover investigation revealed 
fraudulent working practices. 

So we need an economic policy for the West Midlands which is inclusive – which is a policy for all workers, 
not just the minority employed in the high-technology sectors. 

THE PROBLEM ISN’T A SHORTAGE OF SKILLS, IT’S A LOW-SKILL LOW-PAY ECONOMY 

 The principal explanation given by the WMCA, and by Birmingham City Council’s Economy, Skills and 
Transport Scrutiny Committee, for low productivity is a shortage of skills, and the solution is more and 
better education and training. (This supply-side argument was challenged expertly by Jonathan Payne. His 
paper isn’t available yet so I have added the following points). 

Skills shortages certainly affect some specialised sectors but they do not apply to the majority of the UK 
economy.  This is the analysis of Growth Through People: Evidence and Analysis, the report of the 
employer-led UK Commission for Employment and Skills (UKCES, 2015). According to the OECD “The low-
skill low-cost economy means Britain has the highest proportion of low-skilled jobs in the OECD countries 
after Spain. Twenty-two percent of UK jobs require no more than primary education, compared with less 
than five percent in countries like Germany and Sweden.” Further and more recent evidence is provided by 
the UKCES report Employer Skills Survey 2015, published in January 2016 and based on data from 
employers themselves. 

The majority of establishments reported that they had a fully proficient workforce: 86 per cent felt that all 
their staff were fully proficient at their job. However around one in seven employers (14 per cent) 
experienced skills gaps within their establishment. This equates to approximately 1.4 million staff who 
were not fully proficient (five per cent of the UK workforce) (UKCES, 2016, p 55). 

Over four times as many Birmingham employers said they had staff with under-utilised skills as reported 
hard to fill vacancies due to skills shortages. 

The solution requires a shift from a supply-side to a demand-side approach: a radical reshaping of the 
whole relationship between education and training, including re-training and upskilling, and the work 
process, based on creating ‘good work’ – skilled and well-paid quality jobs. 

THERE ARE STEPS TOWARDS A MORE INCLUSIVE ECONOMIC POLICY IN THE WEST MIDLANDS WHICH 
CAN BE TAKEN RIGHT NOW 

Low pay is rife in the West Midlands. The real Living Wage of £8.75 an hour should be the condition of all 
the WMCA’s contracts and partnerships with external bodies, including their supply chains. They should 
also reject zero hours contracts and recognise trade unions. 

I want to talk about what we can learn from Preston, and what I think we shouldn’t. [4] 
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The core of the Preston model is its use of procurement. Councils spend billions of pounds on procurement 
– buying goods and services. Many councils use procurement to leverage social value. For example, 
Birmingham City Council introduced its Public Procurement Framework for Jobs and Skills in 2010. The 
Framework requires that all contracts worth more than £200k per annum include employment and training 
opportunities. This has been implemented across a number of large-scale projects, including the Library of 
Birmingham and Grand Central at New St station. But the concessions granted by employers in these 
massive projects were quite limited. The Preston model of procurement goes much further. 

CREATING COMMUNITY WEALTH IN THE LOCAL CIRCULAR ECONOMY 

Its principle is Community Wealth Building. The strategy is to buy from and employ local companies and so 
keep the money within the local community, funding local jobs. The argument is that this generates more 
purchasing power within the community, much of which can then be spent within the local community. 
The argument is that this creates community wealth in the local circular economy. 

Furthermore, the council has persuaded other big local public institutions – “anchor institutions” – to 
adopt the same policy. They include a large cooperative Housing Association, Further Education colleges, 
the police, the University of Central Lancashire, and Lancashire County Council, and they are now 
negotiating with Lancashire Teaching Hospitals. Matthew Brown, Preston’s Cabinet Member for Social 
Justice, Inclusion and Policy, says “So far we have shifted at least £4m-£5m in public contracts back to the 
local economy.” In 2012 anchor institutions spent 5% in Preston, now it’s 18%. 

This policy finds support from the TUC in its 2017 publication Great jobs in great places, which says 
“Regional public sector bodies should use public procurement and commissioning tools to support the 
development of the circular economy”. The main driving force behind Community Wealth Building through 
keeping spending within the local community as a national economic strategy is the Centre for Local 
Economic Strategies, CLES, which has been working with Preston since 2013. CLES is increasingly influential 
in many areas, applying the same strategy, including working with the council in Manchester and now in 
Birmingham. And McDonnell is setting up a Community Wealth Building Unit, advised by CLES. 

I think the lesson we should take from Preston is that councils and the WMCA should take their 
procurement policies much further. They should develop much more ambitious procurement strategies, 
including jointly with each other across the West Midlands where possible, and they should form alliances 
with anchor institutions to use their collective procurement powers to the full to gain the maximum social 
value from suppliers, wherever they are located. 

But we shouldn’t buy into the circular economy argument, it is based on beggar-my-neighbour local 
protectionism. We should procure goods and services from wherever provides the greatest economic and 
social value, on just the same basis as other external councils and institutions should buy from providers in 
Birmingham and the West Midlands. 

Having said that, there are a number of other ideas we can learn from Preston (as well as from other cities 
in Europe and beyond). 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT PENSION FUNDS 

One idea concerns Local Government Pension Funds. According to Matthew Brown, in Preston 

“The local government pension fund is already investing in the local economy, in student flats and other 
developments – about, I think, £50m, which instead of going to outside shareholders is going to Preston. 
We want to look further at things like housing and potentially also at renewable energy, as a member of 
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the Lancashire County Pension Fund, which is a huge amount of wealth consisting of £5.5 billion across 
Lancashire with the unions interested in investing in affordable housing which would benefit many of their 
members.” 

EXPANDING COUNCIL OWNED PUBLIC SERVICES 

We have got used to Council services being cut and privatised. But there are opportunities to extend 
Council owned public services. Matthew Brown mentioned renewable energy. When John McDonnell 
spoke in Preston in 2016 he said “Community ownership of energy, which Jeremy Corbyn and our shadow 
energy secretary, Lisa Nandy have highlighted as a priority, has boomed in the last five years. Turnover has 
risen by 1,400%, as local communities realise the value of community ownership in both providing a 
revenue stream, and helping us move towards a low-carbon future.” The TUC report Great jobs in great 
places, published in November 2017, calls for “community and publicly owned energy projects with 
genuine local benefit”. 

WHAT FORMS OF OWNERSHIP? 

Finally, Preston raises some important questions about forms of ownership. I’ve talked about municipal 
ownership, but Preston is also promoting co-operatives and worker-owned businesses. Matthew Brown 
says “We’ve got an employee-owned transport consultancy, that employs about thirty people.”  There is a 
Preston Co-op Development Network, and Co-Tech – a network of digital co-ops, using council premises at 
a peppercorn rent. 

Here in the West Midlands do we see our aim just as bringing as much as possible of the West Midlands 
economy into state ownership, whether the national state or local councils?  Or do we also advocate other 
forms of ownership as well, by workers, by the users of services, and by community organisations? And if 
so, how are they to be held democratically accountable to the whole community? [5] 

I will give one example: the adult social care industry that I referred to earlier, running care homes. The 
annual gross expenditure on adult social care in the West Midlands is £2 billion, representing 35% of local 
authority spending. It is a market dominated by a number of big companies, mainly owned by big 
investors. In the West Midlands we also have a large family owned business, Sevacare, founded in Walsall 
in 1994 and now the UK’s fourth biggest home care provider. According to CorporateWatch in 2015, it has 
54 branches, 9,600 clients and 5,200 employees. Its annual revenue is £66 million, with pay-outs to the 
family owners in the last five years of £4.9 million. 

At present these care businesses are funded by local authorities which are legally obliged to spend 85% of 
their spending on social care with the private sector. What people want is smaller-scale provision offering 
personalised care. Should we then call for care homes to be owned and run by local councils? Or do we 
think there is a role for small private providers, social enterprises and co-operatives, funded by the 
council? 
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